
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

ln re:

ARCHDIOCESE OF MILWAUKEE,

Debtor

Chapter 1l

Case No. I l-20059-SVK

)

)
)
)

)
)

OF

ANT TO FEDERAL

ARCHBISHOP

By and through its undersigned counsel, the Official Committee of Unsecured

Creditors (the "Committee") and Jeffrey Anderson & Associates PA on behalf of certain

Survivors ("Anderson", together with Cornmittee, the "Movants"), in the above-

captioned bankruptcy case (the "Bankruþtcy Case") of the Archdiocese of Milwaukee

("Debtor" or "ADOM") respectfully move (the "Motion") pursnant to Federal Rule of

Bankruptcy Procedure 2004 for the entry ofan order directing (l ) the oral examinations

(the "Examinations") of Bishop Sklba, Archbishop Weakland, and Daniel Budzynski

(collectively, the "Witnesses") by September 16, 2011, in order to preserue their
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testimony regarding the Debtor's liability for sexual abuse, the health of other potential

witnesses regarding sexual abuse, and the identity ofpotential survivors ofsexual abuse

in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee (2) the Debtor to produce documents (the "Document

Production"), at least 5 business days prior to the first Examination, but no later than

August 24,2011, responsive to the requests for production relating to the subject matter

of the oral examinations of the \üitnesses (the "Document Requests"), attached hereto as

Exhibit A. In suppoft of this Motion, the Movants state as follows:

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

1. The Movants seek an order of this Courl permitting them, or either

of them, to take three oral examinations relating to the Debtor's liability for sexual abuse,

the health of other potential witnesses regarding sexual abuse, and the identity of

potential survivors of sexual abuse in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee. In conjunction

with the Examinations, the Movants also seek a limited Document Production from the

Debtor regarding the Exarnination topics. The Movants have selected three Witnesses

with care, anticipating their expected l<nowledge regarding these issues of concern to the

bankruptcy case due to their involvement with ADOM dealing with sexual abuse issues

(Bishop Sklba and Archbishop Weakland) and as an actual perpetrator of sexual abuse

(Daniel Budzynski).

2. These Examinations and the Document Production are important

for three primary reasons. First, the Examinations are critical for the preservation of

evidence relating to sexual abuse in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee. The Debtor itself, in

underlying toft cases, has asserted that the deaths of witnesses (ostensibly where
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depositions were not taken to preserve their testirnony) prejudices the Debtor's ability to

defend itself. Sirnilarly, the loss of evidence of abuse due to the death of a witness

impacts the Committee's ability to capture information regarding abuse claims in this

bankruptcy case. Thus, preservation ofthis evidence benefits all parties in interest to this

bankruptcy case. Each of the Witnesses is more than 75 years old;therefore, the risk of

their deaths or mernory impairment is considerable, The Debtor's website lists 44

perpetrators ofabuse, ofwhich 19 are listed as deceased. Ofthose 19 deceased

perpetrators, 1 1 ofthem died before the age of75. This fact highlights the considerable

risk of losing these Witnesses' testirnony given their age.

3. Second, the Witnesses' testirnony will be irnporlant to the

resolution of this bankruptcy case because it will be utilized, whether by the Debtor, the

Committee, or other parties in interest, to determine whether claims should be objected to

and the value of clairns. This infonnation regarding claims is critical to the formulation

and confirmation of a plan of reorganization. This information may be lost forever if the

Witnesses' Examinations are not taken immediately. The Movants will take care that the

identities ofsurvivors be kept under strictest confidentiality and that the discussion of

survivors' identities at the Examinations be sealed so that it is available only to those

parties permitted by the Court's confidentiality orders.

4. Third, the Examinations may well provide an oppoftunity to learn

the identities of sexual abuse survivors. To the extent these survivors were not served

with the bar date notice, newly-discovered survivors can be served with actual notice of

the February 1,2012 abuse claims bar date.

J
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5, For these reasons, the Movants seek to take the Examinations as

soon as possible, but no later than September 16,201 1, and at least 5 business days after

the Debtor's Document Production of information relating to the subject matter of these

Examinations.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6. Tlris Court has jLrrisdiction of this Motion pursuant to 28 U.S,C.

$$ 157 and 1334. venue is proper pursuantto 28 u.s.c. $$ 1408 and 1409. The relief

requested is predicated upon 11 u.s.c. $$ 105(a) and Federal Rule of Bankruptcy

Procedure 2004.

BACKGROUNI)

A. The Bankruptcv Case

7. On January 4,2011 (the "Petition Date"), the Debtor filed a

voluntary petition for relief under chapter 1l of the Bankruptcy Code, I I u.S.C. $l0l et

seq. (the "Bankruptcy Code"), The Debtor continues to operate its business as a debtor in

possession.

8. On or about January 24, 2011, the United States Trustee appointed

the comrnittee to represent the Debtor's unsecured creditors pursuant to 1l u.S,c.

$ 1 102(a)(1).

9. On February 5,2011, the Committee filed an application with this

Courl for authorization to employ Pachulski Stang Ziehl & Jones LLP ("PSZJ"), pursuant

4
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to ll U.S.C. $$328, 504,1102 and 1103, and Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure

2014 and2016.

10. On February 5,2011, the Cornrnittee filed an application with this

Court for authorization to employ Howard, Solochek & Weber, S.C, ("HSV/"), pursuant

to 11 U.S.C. $$328, 504,1102 and 1103, and Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure

2014 and2016.

1 1 . On February 24,2011, this Court entered an order authorizing the

Comrrittee to employ PSZJ and HSW as counsel for the Committee effective as of

January 25,2011.

B. The State Cases

12. As of the Petition Date, the Archdiocese was a defendant in 12

state-court lawsuits (the "State Courl Cases") brought by 17 individuals who were

sexually abused witliin the Archdiocese of Milwaukee. Also as of the Petition Date,

additional survivors of sexual abuse were preparing lawsuits against the Archdiocese.

I 3. The State Court Cases have been pending for years. Therefore,

there is an increasing likelihood of death and cornpromised memories of witnesses.

Indeed, the Debtor itself has recognized the risk to the parties if witnesses' testimony is

not preserved.

14. The Debtor has argued that public policy should bar survivors

recovery in part because witnesses were dead. The Archdiocese had a section of its

summary j udgrnent brief in one State Court Case titled, "The Archdiocese of

Milwaukee Is Irreparably Prejudiced By The Long Passage Of Time Because

Virtually All Witnesses Are Dead." See ADOM Summary Judgment Brief at 5 in

5
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Essenberg v, Archdiocese of Milwaukee, attached hereto as Exhibit B. ADoM then

went on in its brief to lisf 25 priests or bishops who are deceased. see id.. at 5-6.

sirnilarly, in the only other state court case to reach the summary judgnent stage,

ADOM argued that the case should be disrnissed because witnesses were dead. ,See

ADOM Summary Judgrnent Brief at 11 in Jane Doe2 and Jane Doe 3 vs. Archdiocese of

Milwaukee, et. al., attaclred lrereto as Exhibit C.

15, In 200'1, the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that allegations of

fraud against the Archdiocese, arising from decades of cliild abuse, were not barred by

the statute of limitations. After this ruling, additional lawsuits were brought against the

Debtor. In the years since, additional perpetrators ofsexual abuse have been identified

and additional abuse survivors have come forward.

RELIEF ESTED

16. The Movants respectfully request that the Couft enter an Order

directing (1) the Witnesses' Examinations relating to the Debtor's liability for sexual

abuse, tlie health of other potential witnesses regarding sexual abuse, and the identity of

potential survivors of sexual abuse in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee, all to be taken no

later than September 16,2011; and (2) the Debtor to make a Document production

responsive to the Document Requests within 5 business days prior to the first

Examination, bLrt by no means later than August 24,2011. The Document Requests are

set forlh at Exhibit A lrereto. The Document Production relates to the lirnited subject

matter of the Examinations.

6
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17. The Movants reserve their rights to seek additional documents and,

ifnecessary, oral examinations ofthe Debtor and ofany other person based on any

information that may be revealed as a result of the Examinations and the Document

Requests.

18. In addition, the Committee reserves the right to seek additional

documents and oral examinations of the Debtor, the Witnesses, and any other person with

regard to issues other tlran tlrose at issue in tliis Motion. Suclr issues may include, but are

not limited to, the Debtor's financial condition.

BASIS FOR RELIEF

19. Pursuant to section I 103(c)(2) of the Bankruprcy Code, the

Committee is charged with the duty to:

investigate the acts, conduct, assets, liabilities, and
financial condition ofthe debtor, the operation ofthe
debtor's business and the desirability of the continuance of
such business, and any other matter relevant to the case or
to the formulation of a plan.

l1 U.S.C. $ 1103(c)(2).

20. Moreover, section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code perrnits the

Court to "issue any order, process, orjudgrnent that is necessary or appropriate to carry

out the provisions of fthe Bankruptcy Code]." I 1 U.S,C. g 105(a).

21. The Examinations and Document Requests directly pertain to the

Debtors' creditors, claims, and the formulation of a plan as it relates to claims. The

Committee, in its fiduciary capacity for all unsecured creditors, and Anderson as the

representative of numerous Survivors who have filed State Court Cases and conducted at

7
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least some discovery in those cases, are the most appropriate parties to conduct this

analysis.

A. The Examinations Should ke Place Immediately

22. The Witnesses' Examinations should take place imrnediately.

First, there exists a heightened risk that evidence concerning sexual abuse in the

Archdiocese of Milwaukee will be lost due to the passage of time. This risk is

compounded here by the fact that the Witnesses are all over the age of 75.

23. The Debtor lists on its website 44 Arclidiocesan priests whom it

has substantiated as having sexually abused minors. Of those, the Debtor lists 19 as

deceased. ADOM should have exact records to reflect the ages of these priests at the

time of death. Anderson's own investigation using public Internet sources shows that 1l

ofthe I 9 deceased abuser priests died before the age of75, and the average age at death

forthe 19 deceased priests was approximately 73 years. See Exhibit D, attached hereto.r

Accordingly, the risk is very real that the witnesses may pass away or else their

rnemories may be compromised as a result of their advanced age,

24. Second, the preservation ofevidence relating to sexual abuse

claims is critical to resolution of this bankruptcy case. The parlies in interest all require

as much information as possible in this regard to utilize in potential negotiations with the

Debtor's insurers, and in crafting a plan of reorganization that will address the value and

treatment of sexual abuse claims, amoug other claims. The infornration that tlre Movants

seek to preserve by way of the Examinations is very likely to clairn objections and the

clairns valuation process.

' [n the event that the Debtor disputes the information contained on Exhibit D, the Movants will pr.ovide
the underlying data fiom Anderson's internet searches, which was summarized in this Exhibit D.

B
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25. The Movants anticipate that the Debtor may argue that these

Examinations are not necessary because the Debtor will object to all sexual abuse claims

on statute of limitations grounds. However, the Debtor has not yet fìled a single claim

objection, nor has this Court ruled on any such argument. Therefore, given the real risk

of losing the Witnesses' evidence as compared with the Debtor's possible statute of

limitations argument that the Court lras not even enteftained, the need to preserve

evidence should triurnph.

26. Moreover, tlre Movants expect that the Debtor may argue that

evidence concerning sexual abuse clairns is unnecessary because the Debtor may not

object to any sexual abuse claims. That conclusion does not follow. A plan of

reorganization in this case will require at least informal estimation of tlie value of claims,

including sexual abuse claims. Whether or not any party in interest objects to claims, the

value of those claims is key to determining how claims will be treated and paid under a

plan. In order to do that, infonnation relating to these claims must be available.

Preserving the Witnesses' testimony via Examinations is the best way to do this,

27. Third, because of the Witnesses' knowledge of sexual abuse in the

Archdiocese of Milwaukee, they rnay well recall survivor nalres or other identifying

information. Those identities may not be known to the Debtor. Therefore, those

individuals may not have received the bar date notice in this case. Any information

regarding survivors' names or identifies can be used - in strictest confidence -- to ensure

that tlre Committee's constituents receive actual notice of the Febru ary 2,2011 abuse

claims bar date in this bankruptcy case.

9
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B. re ImThe \ilifnesses A nnrfnnf fn fhe Rcnl¿rnnfcv Cqsp

28. The Movants selected these palticular Witnesses for Examination

for the reasons provided below:

1 . Bishop Richard Sklba (born September I 1. 1935: 75 years old)

29. As of the Petition Date, the deposition of Bishop Richard Sklba

was set for January 6, 2011 , but was stayed by the commencement of this case.

30. The sex abuse survivor plaintiffs were unable to depose Bishop

Sklba earlier because a stay in the State Court Cases was in force, permitting depositions

only of witnesses age 75 or older. Bishop Sklba turned 75 last fall.

31. Bishop Sklba is a key witness who shor"rld be deposed as soon as

possible. From 1979 fo 2002, Bishop Sklba served as an auxillary bishop in the AOM

and worked with then-Archbishop Weakland's regarding sex abuse issues,2

32. Further, Bisliop Sklba taught at St. Francis De Sales Seminary

from approxirnately 1965 to 1972,and was its rector from 19721o approximately 1979.

The vast rnajority of priests who were ordained in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee

attended St. Francis De Sales Serninary. Therefore, it is likely that the 19 Archdiocesan

priests who have been publicly accused of rnolesting children and who were ordained

during Bishop Sklba's tenure at St. Francis De Sales Seminary, also attended St. Francis

De Sales Seminary. It is likely that Bishop Sklba knows these perpetrators. Further,

Bishop Sklba r-nay disclose potential survivors, who slrould receive notice of the February

1 ,2012 abuse claim bar date.

'z See Exhibit C to the Motion of the Official Committee of (Jnsecured Creditors for
Limited Relieffrom the Automatic Stay to Permit Taking of Certain Depositions, filed
li4.ay 20,2011 (DocketNo. 240).

10
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2. Former Archbishop Rembert Weakland (born April 27. 1927: 84 years

eld)

33. Archbishop Weakland was the Archbishop of the Debtor from

1979 Io 2002. Archbishop Weakland was deposed in June 2008 in the State Court Cases

(when he was 81 years old). However, critical infonnation has emerged since that

deposition which requires the deposition of Arclrbishop Weakland on these new facts.

34. In 2010, the plaintiffs in the State Court Cases finally received

docurnents regarding Fr. ,l.awrence Murphy, who died in 199B. Murphy sexually abused

as many as 200 deaf boys over a 24-year period, frorn 1950 to 1974, while working at St.

John's School for the Deaf within the Archdiocese. After a number of years, Archbishop

Weakland undertook efforts to have Fr. Murphy defrocked, Therefore, Archbishop

V/eakland should have facts regarding this perpetrator that must be preserved.

35. Since Arclibishop Weakland's deposition in 200B, additional

survivors have made claims regarding Fr. Murphy and other perpetrators. The Movants

must preserve that testirnony.

3. Fr. Daniel Budzynski (born in 1928: at least 82 years old)

36. The Debtor has identified Fr. BLrdzynski as having substantiated

allegations of sexual abuse of minors made against him. Survivors of Budzynski have

only recently come forward with their claims.

37. Fr. Budzynski's testimony should be taken irnmediately because he

rnay disclose potential survivors who should be added to the list of recipients receive

notice of this Bankruptcy proceeding. He may also have information abor-rt repofts about

1l
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hirn to the ADOM and the ADOM's response, which impact claims regarding the abuse

l-re perpetrated on children.

C. The Examination Topics

38. The scope of a Rule 2004 inquiry is "unfettered and broad," as the

wording of the rule indicates. See 9 COLLIER ON BANKRUPTCY 'lJ 2004.02111at

2004-6 (15th ed. rev.1997) (quoting In re Table Talk, Inc.,51 B.R. 143,145 (Bankr. D.

Mass. 1985)). See also In re Mittco, Inc., 44 B.R. 35, 36 (Bankr. E.D. Wis. 1984)

(providing that scope of inquiry under Rule 2004 is very broad and great latitude of

inquiry is pennitted). Indeed, the scope of Rule 2004 is far broadertlran the scope of

discovery under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26. See Moore v, Lang (In re Lang),

107 B.R. 130,132 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 1989). The well-settled scope of discovery

conducted under Rule 2004 is so fundamental to the bankruptcy process that coufts have

approvingly described it as a "fishing expedition," "exploratory and groping," and

"inquisition." See, e.g., Keene Corp, v. Johns-Manville Corp. (In re Johns-Manville

Corp.),42 B.R. 362,364 (S.D.N.Y. 1984); In re Drexel Burnham Lambert Group,123

B.R. 702, 711 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1991).

39. Rule 2004 may be used to determine what grounds, if any, exist to

cornrrìence an action, to discover assets, and to investigate fraud. In re lonosphere Clubs,

Inc.,156 B.R. 414,432 (S.D.N.Y. 1993); Table Talk,5l B.R. aT 143. Additionally, a

Rule 2004 request concerns a proper area of inquiry when it "peftains to the debtor's

financial affairs and would affect the administration of the debtor's estate." In re Mittco,

Inc.,44 B.R. 35, 37 (Bankr. E.D. Wis. 1984) The Examinations and Document Requests

are directed at matters that affect the administration of the Debtor's estate because it

12
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focuses on the Debtor's liability for sexual abuse and the value of sexual abuse claims.

The Exarnination and Document Requests, therefore, seek documents that will provide

the Cornmittee with information it needs to fulfill its fiduciary role for the unsecured

creditors. Accordingly, "good cause" exists to perrnit the Committee (and Anderson) to

conduct discovery pursuant to Rule 2004.

D. The Examinations Will Address Specific Topics

40. Pursuant to the Court's direction at the hearing hetd July 15, 201 1

that this Motion should suggest parameters for the Examinations, the Movants expect the

following topics to be addressed at the Witnesses' Examinations relating to abuse and

health of witnesses:

a. ABUSE:

i Infonnation about all priests, Bishops, teachers, and lay ernployees

of tlie ADOM accused of sexually molesting children.

ii The identify of survivors of sexual abuse by priests, Bishops,

teachers, and lay employees of the ADOM. Any identi/ication of

surviyors shall be hept under seal in the Examination transcript,

andwill be available only to those parties permitted by the Court's

confi dentiality orders.

iii All information about the ADOM's knowledge or constructive

knowledge of child molesting priests, Bishops, teachers, and lay

employees

13
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iv All information regarding the ADOM's representations to

parishioners, those associated with its schools and other facilities,

and children.

v All information about the ADOM's duties and responsibilities to

children in its care, in its facilities, and to children interacting with

its agents.

vi All information about the ADOM's response to reports of child

molestation by priests, Bishops, teachers and lay employees.

vii All information about the ADOM's actions after a survivor was

abused.

viii The ADOM's policies, practices and procedures regarding child

sex abuse.

ix The ADOM's policies, practices and procedures regarding priests,

Bishops, teachers, and lay employees accused of sexually

rnolesting children.

x All information regarding religious order priests and clerics

working within the ADOM, inclr-rding br,rt not limited to the

ADOM's control and authority over those priests and clerics.

xi All information regarding priests from other Dioceses who worked

in the ADOM and are accused of sexually molesting children,

including but not limited to the ADOM's control and authority

over those priests.

b. HEALTH:

14
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i Infonnation about the health of priests, Bishops, teachers, and lay

employees of the ADOM accused of sexually rnolesting children;

ii ìnformation about the healtlr of any person who may have have

information about the sexual abuse of children in the ADOM.

iii Information about the health of ADOM's agents who have

information relating to the sexual abuse of children in the ADOM.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, the Movants respectfully request that this Court grant the Motion;

and enter an Order directing (l ) that the Witnesses' Examinations be taken immediately,

but no later than September 16,2011, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin or at some other location

as the Movants and the Debtor may later agree; and (2) fhe Debtor to produce at least 5

business days before the first Exarnination , and aL the latest by August 24,2011, all non-

privileged documents responsive to the Docutnent Requests attached hereto as

[remainder of page left intentionally blank]
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Exhibit A; and that the Court grant such other and funher relief as it may deem just and

equitable.

Dated: July 20,2011 Respectfully submitted,

PACHULSKI STANG ZIEHL & JONES LLP

By /s/ Gilliqn N. Brown
James L Stang (CA Bar No. 94435)
Kenneth H. Brown (CA BarNo, 100396)
Gillian N. Brown (CA BarNo.205132)
10100 Santa Monica Blvd., 1 I'h Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Tel: (310) 277-6910;Fax: (310) 201-0760
E-mail: jstang@pszjlaw.com

kbrown@pszjlaw.com
gbrown@pszjlaw.com

-and-
Albed Solochek (State Bar No. 101 1075)
Jason R. Pilmaier (State Bar No. 1070638)
Howard, Solochek & 'Weber, S.C.
324 E. Wisconsin Ave., Suite 1100
Milwaukee, Wl 53202
Tel: (414) 272-07 60;Fax: (414) 272-7265
E-mail: asolochek@hswmke.com

jpilmaier@hswmke.com
Attorneys for the Comm ittee of Unsecured
Cred itors

JEFF ANDERSON & ASSOCIATES PA

l;/ ¡tpþael_EJrusgsL
Jeffrey Anderson
Michael Finnegan
366 Jackson Street
Suite 300
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
T el: 651 -227-9990; Fax: 6 5 1 -297 -65 43
Email: jeff@andersonadvocates.com
m ike@andersonadvocates. çom
Attorneys for Certain Survivors
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EXHIBIT A

INSTRUCTIONS

A. YOU are required to conduct a thorough investigation and produce all

DOCUMENTS (as defined below) in your possession, custody, and control including all

DOCUMENTS in the possession, custody and control of your attomeys, investigators, experts,

officers, directors, employees, agents, representatives, and anyone acting on your behalf.

B. The use of either the singular or plural shall not be deemed a limitation. The use

ofthe singular should be considered to include the plural and vice versa.

C. The words "and," "or," and "andlor" are interchangeable and shall be construed

either disjunctively or conjunctively or both, as broadly as necessary to bring within the scope of

the Request those responses that might otherwise be construed to be outside the scope.

D. If YOU are unable to comply with a particular category(ies) of the requests below

and DOCUMENTS responsive to the category are in existence, state the following information:

1, The date of the DOCUMENT;

2. The type of DOCUMENT (e.g.,letter, memorandum, report, etc.);

3. The name, address, telephone number and title of the author(s) of the

DOCUMENT;

4. The name, address, telephone number and title of each recipient of the

DOCUMENT;

5. The number of pages in the DOCUMENT;

6. The document control number, if any;

7. The present location(s) of the DOCUMENT and the name, address and

telephone number of the person(s) who has (have) possession of the DOCUMENT;

DOCS LA:241716.2 05058-003
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8. A specific description of the subject matter of the DOCUMENT;

9. The reason why the DOCUMENT cannot be produced or why you are

unable to comply with the particular category of request.

E. YOU are under a continuing duty to seasonably amend your written response and

to produce additional DOCUMENTS if you learn that the response is in some material respect

incomplete or inconect and if the additional or corrective information has not otherwise been

made known to the Plaintiff during the discovery process or in writing.

F. YOU are required to produce the full and complete originals, or copies if the

originals are unavailable, of each DOCUMENT responsive to the categories below along with all

non-identical copies and drafts in its or their entirety, without abbreviations, excerpts, or

redactions. Copies may be produced in lieu of originals if the entirety (front and back where

appropriate) of the DOCUMENT is reproduced and the Responding Party or its authorized agent

or representative states by declaration or affidavit under penalty ofperjury that the copies

provided are true, correct, complete, and an accurate duplication ofthe original(s).

G. You are required to produce the DOCUMENTS as they are kept in the usual

course ofbusiness, or to organize and label them to correspond with each category in these

requests.

H. You are required to produce ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION in

searchable form on DVDs or CD-ROMs.

I. For DOCUMENTS that are currently in paper format:

1. Documents must be scanned and produced electronically in single page

TIFF format with corresponding OPT file, DAT file, as well as OCR or extracted text and .lst

file.

2
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2. To the extent available, please provide Beginning Production Number,

Ending Production Number, Folder information, custodian information and family information.

J. For DOCUMENTS that contain ELECTRONICALLY STORED

INFORMATION, the following guidelines are to apply:

1. Single page, Group IV TIFFs with links to native files (for excel files, at a

minimum) with corresponding OPT file, DAT file, as well as OCR or extracted text and .lst file.

2. Maintain family integrity.

3. Performcustodian-leveldeduplication.

4. Concordance standard delimited DAT load file with the following

metadata fields: Beginning Production Number, Ending Production Number, Beginning

Attachment Number, End Attachment Number, Family ID, Page Count, Custodian,

Original Location Path, Email Folder Path, Document Type, Doc Author, Doc Last

Author, Comments, Categories, Revisions, File Name, File Size, MD5 Hash, Date Last

Modified, Time Last Modified, Date Created, Time Created, Date Last Accessed, Time

Last Accessed, Date Sent, Time Sent, Date Received, Time Received, To, From, CC,

BCC, Email Subject, Path to Native, Path to Full Text, Original Time Zone.

5. OCR or extracted text for all ESI: (a) Separate .txt files coresponding to

beginning production number of each document; (b) Separate .lst file for fulltext.

6. Process all data in GMT and provide ametadata field indicating original

time zone.

K. If you withhold or redact a portion of any DOCUMENT under a claim of

privilege or other protection, each such DOCUMENT must be identified on a privilege log,

which shall be produced contemporaneously with the non-privileged DOCUMENTS responsive

J
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to this Request for Production, and which privilege log shall state the following information:

1. The date of the DOCUMENT;

2. The type of DOCUMENT (e.g., letter, memorandum, report, etc.);

3. The name, address, telephone number and title of the author(s) of the

DOCUMENT;

4. The name, address, telephone number and title of each recipient of the

DOCUMENT;

5. The number of pages in the DOCUMENT;

6. The document control number, if any;

7. The present location(s) of the DOCUMENT and the name, address and

telephone number of the person(s) who has (have) possession of the DOCUMENT;

8. A general description of the subject matter of the DOCUMENT or the

portion redacted without disclosing the asserted privileged or protected communication;

9. The specific privilege(s) or protection(s) that you contend applies.

I l. YOU may redact DOCUMENTS provided in response to this request to

maintain the confidentiality of victim/survivor names and personal information which may

reveal the identity of victims/survivors. To the extent that YOU identify information concerning

individual victims/survivors, YOU may assign a claim number or letter to each individual

victim/survivor for the purposes of identifying the PARTICIPANT in each instance.

DEFINITIONS

Unless otherwise stated, the following definitions shall apply to these Requests for

Production:

4
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1. "ADOM" or "ARCHDIOCESE" means and refers to the Archdiocese of

Milwaukee, the debtor in the above-referenced bankruptcy case; and EACH of its predecessors

and successors in interest; EACH of its present and former officers, directors, attorneys, agents,

servants, employees, representatives, priests, DIOCESAN COUNCILS, committees within the

Archdiocese of Milwaukee, and any other PERSON acting on its behalf or otherwise subject to

its control. Upon information and belief, the ARCHDIOCESE is corporation organized under

the laws of the State of Wisconsin. The ARCHDIOCESE is the debtor in the above-captioned

chapter 1l bankruptcy case and the legal entity through which the Archbishop of Milwaukee

conducts the temporal affairs of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Milwaukee. Upon

information and belief, the ARCHDIOCESE uses the "Roman Catholic Archdiocese of

Milwaukee" to refer to the juridic person of the Archdiocese under Canon law. The term

ARCHDIOCESE refers to both the secular legal entity and the juridic person.

2. "COMMUNICATIONS" means and includes all oral and written

communications of any nature, type or kind including but not limited to, any DOCUMENTS,

telephone conversations, discussions, meetings, facsimiles, e-mails, pagers, memoranda, and any

other medium through which any information is conveyed or transmitted.

3. "CONCERNING" means and includes RELATING TO, constituting,

defining, evidencing, mentioning, containing, describing, discussing, embodying, reflecting,

edifying, analyzing, stating, referring to, dealing with, or in any way pertaining to.

4. "DOCUMENT" means and includes all written, recorded, transcribed or

graphic matter ofevery nature, type and kind, however and by whoever produced, reproduced,

disseminated or made. This includes, but is not limited to, any and all originals, copies or drafts

of any and all of the following:ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION; papers;

5
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books; letters; correspondence; telegrams; cables; telexes; messages; memoranda; notes;

notations; transcripts; minutes; reports; recordings oftelephone conversations; any other

recordings; interviews; affidavits; declarations; statements; summaries; studies; analyses;

evaluations; appraisals; estimates; projections; charts, graphs and tables; schedules; proposals;

offers; acceptances; purchase orders; invoices; contracts; agreements; checks and canceled

checks; bills of lading; insurance binders, policies or certificates; receipts; statements; pamphlets;

diagrams; statistical records; any other records; calendars; appointment books; diaries; lists;

tabulations; any information contained in any computer tape, card, disk, drive, program or other

device; computer print-outs; CDs; videotapes; DVDs; facsimiles; e-mails; microfilm; microfiche;

any other tangible or intangible thing or item that contains any information; and, all "writings

and recordings" and "photographs" (and all negatives thereof) as defined in and by the Federal

Rules of Evidence 1001. Any DOCUMENT that contains any comment, notation, addition,

insertion or marking of any type or kind which is not part of another DOCUMENT, is to be

considered a separate DOCUMENT.

5. "EACH" shall mean each and every.

6. "ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION" oT "ESI" shall have

the meaning ascribed to it in Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 76,26, and 34.

7. "PERSON" means and includes individuals, for profit and not for profit

corporations, corporations sole, partnerships, unincorporated associations, limited liability

companies, trusts, firms, cooperatives, fictitious business names, and any and all legal entities,

their agents, representatives, and/or employees.

8. "PETITION DATE" means and refers to January 4,2071.

6
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9. "RELATING TO" shall mean describing, discussing, evidencing,

refening to, CONCERNING, constituting, regarding, bearing upon, supporting, summaÅzing,

pertaining to, alluding to, depicting, summarizing, involving, embodying, containing, suggesting,

mentioning, arising out of, in connection with, or having any logical or factual connection with

the matter in question.

10. "YOIJ", "YOIJR", and "YOURS" means and refers to ADOM or the

ARCHDIOCESE.

REOUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

l All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO priests,

Bishops, teachers, and lay employees of the ADOM accused of sexually molesting children.

2. All DOCUMENTS from all hles for each priest, Bishop, teacher, and lay

employee of the ADOM accused of sexually molesting children, including but not limited to any

priest file, personnel file, member file, employee file, sub-secreto file, secret file, Canon 489 file,

seminary file, parish file, hospital file, school file, Personnel Board file or historic file.

3. All DOCUMENTS from any log or minutes for each priest, Bishop,

teacher, and lay employee of the ADOM accused of sexually molesting children, including, but

not limited to, any vicar log, Ombudsman log, Bishop log, Archbishop log, priest personnel log,

any diaries, any calendars, or similar writings.

4. All DOCUMENTS and COMMLINICATIONS RELATING TO the health

of priests, Bishops, teachers, and lay employees of the ADOM accused of sexually molesting

children.

5. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO names,

contact information and potential claims of survivors of sexual abuse by priests, Bishops,

7
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teachers, and lay employees of the ADOM, including but not limited to any and all databases of

PERSONS who have contacted the ADOM with regard to sexual abuse by priests.

6. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO the

ADOM's knowledge or constructive knowledge of child molesting priests, Bishops, teachers,

and lay employees

7. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO the

ADOM's representations to parishioners, those associated with its schools and other facilities,

and children.

8. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO the

ADOM's duties and responsibilities to children in its care, in its facilities, and to children

interacting with its agents.

9. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO the

ADOM's concealment child molesting priests, Bishops, teachers, and lay employees.

10. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO the

ADOM's actions aftet a survivor was abused.

I l. All DOCUMENTS and COMMI-INICATIONS RELATING TO the

ADOM's policies, practices and procedures regarding child sex abuse.

12. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO the

ADOM's policies, practices and procedures regarding documents and document retention.

13. All DOCUMENTS and COMMLINICATIONS RELATING TO the

ADOM's policies practices and procedures regarding agents and employees.

14. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO priests,

Bishops, teachers, and lay employees accused of sexually molesting children.

8
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15. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO religious

order priests and clerics working within the ADOM, including but not limited to the ADOM's

control and authority over those priests and clerics.

16. All DOCUMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO priests

from other Dioceses who worked in the ADOM, including, but not limited to, the ADOM's

control and authority over those priests.

9
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I. INTRODUCTION

lnJohn Doe I v. Archdíocese of Milwøukee, the Wisconsin Supreme Court found that the

issue of when a reasonable person knew or should have known of the Archdiocese's alleged

"fraud" involving allegations of childhood sexual abuse by one of its priests could not be decided

on a bare motion to dismiss, 2007 W195, 1T 13, n.7, 303 Wis. 2d 34,734N.V/.2d 827 Q007). In

safng this, however, the Supreme Court took pains to note that it was not precluding surnma"ry

judgment once'hndisputed facts demonstrate that the fraud claims accrued more than six yems

prior to the dates on which the claims were filed." Id, n63.

There was no elaboration by the John Doe / Court on what "representations" or

*'reliance" would be required to present a sustainable fraud claim. Instead, the Supreme Court

remanded the John Doe I case back to the trial court to decide those mattets once a record was

offered. Id. n 49. Thus, in issuing its John Doe I decision, the Suprerne Court made clear that

sexual abuse allegations - even if framed in fraud language * like any other count, would still be

subject to an appropriately filed summary judgment motion:

[B]ased solely on the Complaints, \rye cannot determine when the
plaintiffs knew or should have known of the Archdiocese's alleged
knowledge of the priests' past histories of sexual molestation of
children. Therefore, their olaims may or may not be time baned by
'Wis. Stat. $ 893.93(l)(b) depending on when the claims for fraud
accrued. Since a Motion to Dismiss does not presenl the
opportunity to fully develop the facts surrounding the
Archdiocese's arguments that the plaintiffs' fraud claims accrued
more than six years before the date on which they were filed, we
conclude that the claims for fraud survive a Motion to Dismiss.
However, we want to clarífy that we øre not precluding summary
judgment if undisputed facts demonstrate that the claíms þr fraud
accrued more than síx years príor to the døtes on whìch the claims
wereJìled.

Id. flll 62-63 (emphasis added).

QBV44s612.2 -1-
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1

Shortly after the Supreme Court's decision in John Doe I was published, Plaintiff filed

his lawzuit casting his 35 year o1d sexual abuse allegations as "fraud" counts. Plaintiff asserts

that he was sexually abused by Franklyn Becker. According to his complaint, the abuse he

suffered ocsurred from 1971-73,morc than 35 years before he filed his action. Plaintiff did not

sue his alleged attacker, Franklyn Becker. Instead, he named only the fuchdiocese of

Milwaukee, PlaintifPs 35 year old lawsuit is untimely or unsustainable for the following

reasons:

PlaintifPs claims are time barted. What the Plaintiff will now admit he personnlþ knew

(or didn't know) is irrelevant, although in this case Plaintiffs clear admissions establish

the duty to investigate accrued no later thari, 1994 even under Plaintiffls extended tolling

theories. The legal test for starting the 6 year clock on commencing fraud suits is what

the law determines an objectíve person would have known had he or she conducted a

díligent inquìry. Here, objectively speaking, Plaintiff s "inquiry notice" to investigate his

rights against the Archdiocese for legal claims (including fraud) accrued far more than

six years before this Plaintiff filed this 2008 action.

Public policy also separately requires the dismissal of Plaintiffs 35 year old claims

pursuant to'Wisconsin Supreme Court authority. It is undisputed that virtually all defense

witnesses who would have any ability to defend this matter are now dead or unavailable,

and further, critical exculpatory testimony and documents no longer exist or are

unavailable.

-2-

z.
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II. STATEMENT OF'FACTS

A. Plaintiff Admits In IIis Deposition IIe Knew All Necessary Facts To Investigate .A.nd
Bring Eis Cl¿ims lVell Before 2008.

Essenberg alleges in his complaint that he was abused by Becker in 1971-73. (Compl.

1117.) At his deposition, Essenberg admitted that he has always known these four undisputed

facts: (a) the sexual abuse he claims occurred to him (no repressed memory); (b) the identity of

the person who committed ít (Frankl¡rn Becker); (c) that Becker \ryas a Catholic priest at that time

ærd employed by the Archdiocese of Milwaukee; and finally (d) that what Becker did to him was

wrong. (Affidavit of David P. Mutht[2 Ex. A at 68:14, 81:10-15, 133:9-16.)

Despite the knowledge of all these ultimate facts, Essenberg- for decades - took no steps

to seek out any additional information about Frankþ Becker or Essenberg's potential claims

against the Archdiocese of Milwaukee. And Essenberg's own testimony establishes he began

talking about his claims more than 15 yeats before fìling suit. Specifrcally, Essenberg first told

his therapist about the abuse in 1993 or 1994. (Id. at 102:2-13.) In 1995 or 1996, before he

married his now ex-wife, he told her that he had been abused by a priest, Qd. af 127:23-128l.4,)

Essenberg even talked to the Archdiocesein1994 about his abuse. (Id. at94:70-15,97:9-

98:12.) Between 1994-2002, Essenberg spoke to directors of Project Benjamin, an Archdiocesan

organization created in response to the clergy sexual abuse claims to assist victims, Specifically,

Essenberg spoke with Dr. Elizabeth Piasecki and her sugcessor, Dr. Barbara Reinke, on several

occasions related to his abuse. (Id. at 97:9-98:12, 98,21-99:ll, 107:4-23, 109:8-12, lll:1-4.)

During those conversations, Essenberg confirmed that Becker was no longer assigned and that he

had no contact with children. Qd. at 107:4-23.) He was told that a mother of another child had

called to say she thought her son may have been obused by Becker. (Id. at107:24-108:10.)

Essenberg also admits that the Archdiocese did not tlueaten or in any way intimidate him to keep

QBV44s672.2 -J
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him from bringing a claim against the Aichdíocese sooner. (Id. at 133:17-22.) To the contrary,

the Archdiocese offered to and then paid for Essenberg's therapy expenses relating to the abuse.

(Id. atlIT.9-118:14.)

In addition to talking about the abuse to the Archdiocese, Esse,nberg vvas also able to

report it to the Milwaukee Dishict Attorney's office in the late 1 990's. (Id. àt 8 1 : 1 6-82: 1 5.) The

district attorney he spoke to informed him that the statute of limitations for criminally

prosecuting the abuse had run out, and therefore they could not criminally pursue Becker. Qd. at

82:16-19.) A few years later, after numerous sexual abuse lawsuits were filed in California,

Essenberg received a call from the San Diego police de,partment and spoke to a detective about

his abuse. (d. at83:16-84:21.)

Also in the late 1990's or early 2000, Essenberg saw a ne\rys story involving a classmate

of his from St. John de Nepomuc, Mark Salmon, making allegations of sexual abuse against a

taacher therc, Gary Kazmarek. Essenberg contacted Mr. Salmon, who was then the director of

the Milwaukee chapter of the Survivors Network for those Abused by Priests (SNAP). (Id. at

92:14-23,1 15:6-17.) At Mr. Salmon's suggestion, Essenberg joined the SNAP organization and

was in contact with other members. (d. at92:24-94:8.)

Essenberg also did investigations about other claims of sexual abuse by Milwaukee

priests. ht 2002, after news of thc Boston clergy sexual abuse scandal broke, Essenberg went

online and reviewed articles in the Milwaukee Joumal Sentinel about clergy sexual abuse claims

in Milwaukee. (Id. at 80:8-15.)

Essenberg testified that he rvas a\ryare ;n2002 that Catholic "priests had been transfened

from one place to another to cover up their deeds." (Muth Aff. I 2 Ex. A at 143;7-14.) He also

admitted that in June 2002 he read media coverage talking about othor victims of sexual abuse

QB\744s672.2 -4-
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suing the church, (Id. at 146:13-16,) Yet Esseuberg admits he took no steps at that time in 2002

to investigate what the Archdiocese had allegedly done to cover up its deeds with respect to

Becker. Qd. at 143:16-19.) Nor did he take any stçs to investigate prior to that between 1978 -

2001. (Id. at 143,20-1 44:6.)

B. The Archdiocese of Milwaukee Is lrreparably Prejudiced By The Long Passage Of
Time Because Virtually All'lVitnesses Are Dead.

Keeping in mind thæ this motion deals with Plaintiffls claims of intentional ftatd (i.e., a

tort requiring a knowing and intentional state of mind by the defendants to deceive and cause

injury) here are the defense personnel and witnesses against whom Plaintiffs accusations are

leveled, and yet whom the defense * because of death and unavailability - can no longer call to

defend or rebut the charges of knowing and intentional wrongdoing on their parts:

a Archbishop William E, Cousins, Archbishop of Milwaukce until 1977 (died in
1e88).

Auxiliary Bishop of Milwaukee, Roman R. Atkielski (died in 1969).

Father Francis M. Beres, Vice Chancellor of Milwaukee (died in 1990).

Father Phitip Rosg assigned to Holy Assumption when Becker ,ù/as there (died
1991).

Father James Koneazny, who was assigned to Holy Assumption when Becker was

there, left active ministry in 1970 and his whereabouts are unknown.

Rev. Carroll Staub, assigned to Holy Assumption when Becker was there (died

teeT).

Father Alphonse Rumbac, assigned to Holy Assumption when Becker was there
(died 2000),

Father Louis Zich, assigned to Holy Assumption when Becker was there (died
1e92).

Father Eldred Lesniewski, assigned to Holy Assumption when Becker was there
(died leeó).

QBV44s672.2 -5-
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Father Joseph Wamser, assigned to St. John de Nepomuc when Becker was there
(died 1972).

Farther'Wendell Badem, assigned to St. John de Nepomuc when Becker was there
(died 2001).

Father George Wollett, assigned to Holy Famíly Parish when Becker was there
(died 1998).

Father Harold Idg assigned to Holy Family Parish when Becker was there (died
2003).

Father Robert McCormick, assigned to Holy Family Parish when Becker was
there (died 2003).

Father Donald Reif{, a membor of the Archdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in
1970,is dead (died L994).

Father Murphy, a member of the Archdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in 1970, is
dead (died 2005).

Father Frank Schneider, a member of the Archdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in
1970, is dead (died t973).

Father Voelker, a member of the A¡chdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in 1970, is
dead (died 1971).

Father Czachowski, a membu of the A¡chdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in
1971, is dead (died 1987),

Father Gunther, a member of the Archdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in 1971, is
dead (died 1996>.

Father Waldbauer, a member of the Archdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in 1971,
is dead (died 2003).

Father Emmeneger, a member of the Archdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in
1972,is dead (died 2000).

Father Dorczynski, a member of the Archdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in
1973, ís dead (died 1990).

Father Norbert Kieferle, a member of the Archdiocesan Priest Personnel Board in
1973, left active ministry and we do not know his present whereabouts. He is not
listed in the current Official Catholic Directory,

-6-QvV44s672.2
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Fr. Robert Sampon, Chancellor of the Archdiocese for 1970-73, is dead (died

2006).

(Cusack Aff. TI 4 -27.)

III. STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is appropriate where "the pleadings, depositions, answers to

interrogatories, and admíssions on file, together with the afñdavits, if any, show that there is no

genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to summary judgment

as amatter of law." Wis. Stat $ 802.08(2) (2005-2006).

TV. ARGI]MENT: PLAINTIFF.'S FRAUD CLAIMS ARD BARRED
BY THE APPLICABLE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

A. Plainttffls l(nowledge Of His Abuse And The Identity Of The Person Who Abused
Him, Together \ilith lÍrowing That He Was A PriesÇ Commenced His 6 Year Ti¡ne
Period Decades Ago.

The Archdiocese recognizes the despicable conduct of childhood sexual abuse. The

Archdiocese has repeatedly, and in no uncertain terms, condemned such acts and commiserated

with victims, rcmoved priests like Becker from the priesthood, and created an independent

mediation prograrn to address these types of claims. But retuming to this matter, it was this

Plaintiffs choice to invoke thc'Wisconsin legal system procedures. Under the limit¿tions of

those procedures, however, clairnants alleging fraud are obligated to actpromptly and dilígently.

Further, claimants alleging fraud may not delay the day on which they have to act by asserting

that they did not lcnow the detaíls of thefraud.

Just as persons who have family members who suffered death, serious injury, or

dismemberment have 3 years in which to sue, persons who seek to allege fraud have a limited

period in which to file suit. It is 6 years. Moreover, that 6-year limitation commences as soon as

the claimant knows or leams of sufficient facts (not all of them), which if diligently investigated,

would have indicated where the facts constituting the fraud could have been discovered. John

Q8V44s672.2 -7-
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Doe-I,2007 WI 95 at J[ 51. The differenoe is between first discovering any smoke versus

proving fire.

Statutes of limitation find tbeir justification in necessity and experience rather than in

logic. They are essential devices that spare the courts from litigation of stale claims and citizens

from being put to defenses after memories have faded, crucial witnesses have died or

disappeared, and evidence has been lost. They are not based on any universally recognized or

accepted time frames or duration. They are bæed on necessarypragmatism. Bright lines have to

be drawn and those lines are based on time. Importantl¡ those lines do not - and cannot -

undertake to disc¡iminate between the good and not-so-good claims. To do so would only defeat

the very purpose of having the limitation. Chase Sec. Corp. v. Donaldson,325 U.S. 304,314

(1945). In the end, statutes of limitation represent a shong public policy about the limitations

attendant to any civil method of litigating disputes and the burdens that must go with that

privilege.

Most importantly, the test of a diligent inquiry is an objectiv¿ one. It cannot be avoided

by the non-diligent claimant convenisntly asserting that he did not know that he should have

pursued the matter earlier. In the words of the fohn Doe 1 Court:

Actual and complete lmowledge of the fraud on the part of the
plaintiff is not necessary in order to set the limitation period
running.

'When the information brought home to the aggrieved party is such

as to indicate where the facts constituting the fraud can be
effectively discovered upon diligent inquiry it is the duty of such
party to make the ínquiry, and if he fails to do so within a

reasonable time he is, nevertheless, chargeable with notice of all
facts to which such inquiry might have led,

John Doe 1,2007 WI 95 at fl 51 (emphasis added, citations omitted).

QvV44s672.2 -8-
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Furlher, when the dispositive historical facts are established, the question of whether a

plaintiff exetcised objectìve reasonable diligence in discovering his or her cause of action is a

question of law fo¡ the court to decide. Id. nl3.

In this case, given the admitted deposition facts of this Plaintiff and his undisputed

knowledge of the persons, positions and circumstances surrounding his äbuse, courts throughout

the country have uniformly ruled that these basic facts start the statute of limitation olocks

running for a claimant to investigate and then make a decision to bring his olaim - even for

fraud.

For instance, as one court observed about other sexual claimants attempting to take

refuge in fraud allegations to excuse untimely lawsuits:

In making these claims [of fraud and fraudulent concealment]
plaintiff-appellants do not allege that the hierarchy defendants' [i.e,
the Churchl silence misled tham into believing that the alleged
sental abuse did not occur, that it had noî been oommitted by the
priest, or that it had nof resulted in injury to plaintiff-appellants, In
other words, the hierarchy defendants never concealed from any of
the plaintiff-appellants the fact of the injury itself. Rather, the
essence of the plaintiff-appellants' fraudulent concealment
argument is that the hierarchy defendants' silence concealed from
them an additionøl theory of liability for the alleged sexual abuse.

This argument mÍsses the mark, For a cause of action to accrue the
entire theory of the case need not be immediately apparent . . . .

Once injured, a plaintiff is under an affirmative duty to investigate
diligently all of his potential claims , . . . To postpone the accrual
of their causes of action until plaintiff-appellants completed their
investigation of all potential liability theories would destroy the
effectiveness of the limitations period.

Kelly v. Marcantonío,187 F.3d 192, 200-01 (1st Cir. 1999) (emphasis added, citations omitted).

Similarly, in Meehan v. Archdiocese of Philadelphia, the court re-confirmed that merely

casting a church's nondisclosure of an offender's past abuse as "ûaudulent" conduct does not

avoid the statute of limitations where the victims always knew the ídentity of the abuser as well

as hìs status as a príest. 2005 PA Super. 91,870 A.Zd 912 (2005). Specifically, 17 claimants in
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Meehan alleged that a diocese had reassigned several known priest abusers to new parishes

without telling the parishionerc. Id. at 920. Lílce ín thís case, they asserted that their statute of

límítation should not run untíl they díscovered the fact that the Archdìocese also had lrnowledge

ín this regard, Id, Finally the claimants asserted that whether they exercised appropriate

diligence to discover their slaims was a jury question, .Id. At the same time, as in this case, it

was undisputed that all of their claims had been delayed between 2 and 4 decades in finally

filing their actions.

Rojeoting these arguments, the court held:

[T]he discovery rule is not applioable here. The child abuse is the
injury in this matter, not the alleged cover-up by the A¡chdiocese
(othenrise, any rnember of the Catholic Church could conceivably
bring suit against the Archdiosese, absent any abuse, alleging
injury from the Archdiocese's general conduct). Unlíke traditional
discovery rule cases where the injury itself, is not known o¡
cannot be reasonably ascertained, the plaintiffs' injuries, here,

were known when the abuse ocsurred,

It is undisputed that the plaintiffs were aware that the Archdiocese
employed their abusers and that the abuses all occurred on church
property. These facts alone were sufficient to put the plaintiffs on
notice that there was a possibility that the Archdiocese had been
negligent. Neither the plaintiffs' lack of knowledge of the
Archdiocese's conduct, not the plaintiffs' reluotance, as msmbers
of the Catholic Church, to investigate the possible negligence of
the Arshdiocese of Philadelphia after having been abused by one

of its priests or nuns, tolls the statute of limitations when the
plaintiffs had the means of discoverybut neglected to use them.

Id, at920-21.

As to the 17 claimants' alternative stratagem of casting their claims as "fraud", that

strategy was equally unsustainable:

'We agree with the Archdiocese that the doctrine of fraudulent
concealment does not toll the statute of limitations here. The
plaintiffs have not put forth any evidence to indicate that they
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made any inquiries to the Archdiocese prior to 2OO2 regarding their
potential causes of astion. The plaintiffs do not allege that the
defendants' silence misled them into believing that the alleged
sexual abuse did not occur, that it had not been committed by the
priests or nuns, or that it had not resulted in injury to the

appellants. The defendants never çoncealed the injury itself. Nor
do the plaintiffs allege that they were lied to by the Archdiocese
with regard to the identity of their abusers or their abuser's placo
within the Archdiocese, which if relied upon, would have caused

them to suspend pursuit of their claims.

Again, the essence of the plaintiffs' fraudulent concealment
argument is that the defendants' general çonduct and/or silence
concealed from them an additional theory of liability for the
alleged sexual abuse. As noted in the federal case, Kelly v.

Marcantonlo, 'this argument misses the mark . . . as soon as the
plaintiffs became aware of the alleged abuse, they should also have

been aware that the defendants, as the pnests' employers, were
potentially liable for that abuse."

Id. at 922.

Still another example is the case of Mark K. v. Roman Catholíc Archbßhop of Los

Angeles,6T CaL App.4th 603,79 Cal. Rptr.2d73 (Ct. App. 1999),petitionþr review denied.

In Mark K. the court, on a motion to dísmiss (demurrer) was equally presented with a clergy

sexual abuse case wherein 9 claimants sued the employer diocese alleging'Traud: Conspiracy to

Suppress Facts" as well as "Delayed Discovery - Equitable Estoppel." In their complaints the 9

claimants alleged that wholly apart from what they plainly knew of their own abuse by the abuser

priest and his identity, it was not until 23 yaars later in 1996 that they discovered the díocese's

prior knowledge of the cleric's abuse of other children. Thus, they argued that their fraud statute

of limitation against the díocese could not commence until 1996. Id. at 609.

Rejecting these argurnents the court observed that that "it is also important to note what

the plaintiff has not alleged." Id. at 612. They did not allege that they were at any time unaware

of the fact that they had been molested. They also did not allege that they were unaware that the

person who committed the molestation wâs a cleric. And finally, they had not alleged that they
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wsre unaware of the abuser's identity or of his connection to tho Catholio Church. Thus the

court ruled:

Plaintiff asserts that, as his fiduciary, the church had an obligation
to disclose the 1973 and1974 accusations against [the abuser] and

breached that dufy by failing to come forward with this
information. This assertion begs the question. The wrongful
conduct alleged against the church was its inaction in the face of
the accusations against [the abuser]. Thus, what the church failed
to disclose was merely evidence that the wrong had been
committed. If plaintifPs approach were to prevail, then any time a

tortfeasor failed to disclose evidence that would demonstrate its
liability in tort, the statute of limitations would be tolled under the
doctrine of conoealment. Regardless of whether the issue is
chaructenzed as fraud by concealment ot equitable estoppel, this is
not the law.

Id. at613.

Instead the Mark K. court recognized that the discovery rule is triggered a¡i soon as a

person has notice or information sufficient to put a person on inquiry. Id. at 610,613. And

accordingly, in agreement with the Wisconsin Supreme Court's holding in John Doe 1, ù

plaintiff "need not be awdre of the specifi.c facts' necessøry to establish the claim; that is a

process conternplated by pretrial discovery," Id. at 610. Smoke; not fire. Rather, once the

plaintiff has a suspicion ofwrongdoing, he must act. "So long as that suspioion exists, it is clear

that the plaintiff must go find the facts; he cannot waitfor thefacts tofind hím;' Id.

There is no need to belabor the point. The law simply rejects the strategy of trying to

expand or excuse the time period for bringing claims by alleging that a claitnant did not know he

could additionally sue under a fraud theory, or because the claimant did not additionally know

what the priest's employer/supervisor allegedly knew or didn't know. In all cases, the claimant

still knew of his own úusq who did it, and that the person was related to the supervising

organization, That is enough. Marshall v. First Baptist Church of Houston, 949 S.W.2d 504,

507-08 (Tex. App. 1997) ("[plaintiffl was flrlly aware of the abuse and his resulting
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psyohological injwies. No one associated with the church attempted to conceal them from him.

In such case, there oan be no fraudule¡rt concealmenf'); Baselice v, Franciscan Fríars,2005 PA

Super 246,879 
^.2d270,279 

(2005) ('oAgain, the essence of appellant's fraudulent concealment

argument is that the defendants' general conduct and/or silence concealed from him an additional

theory of liability for the alleged sexual abuse.. .,this argument misses the mark.'); Aquilíno v.

Phíladelphia Catholíc Archdiocese, 2004 PA Super 339, 884 A.zd 1269 (2005); Doe v,

O'Connell,146 S.W.3d I (Mo. Ct. App. E.D. 2004), reh'g and/or transfer dení.ed (Oct. 6, 2004);

Doe v. Romøn Catholic Archbìshop of the Archdíocese of Detroit,264 Mich. App. 632, 692

N.ltv,2d 398 (2004), øppeal dentedl John Doe v. Linam ønd The Roman Catholìc Diocese of

Galveston-Houston,225 F.Supp.zd 731 (S.D, Tex. 2002); Parks v. Kownackí, 193 lll,zd 164,

737 N.8.2d287 (111.2000) (equitable estoppel); Cevenini v, Archbishop of Washinglon,TOT A.2d

768, 772 (App, D.C. 1998); Doe v. Archdlocese of Washíngton, 114 M.D, App. 169, 689 A.zd

634,644 (Md.4pp.1997);8, W, v. D,C.H,,231 Mont.481,488,754P.2d917,821(1988).

Given the "diligent inquiry" requirement, and the objective "should have known"

limitation embedded in the 6 year limitation period for fraud claims in this state, in conjunction

with what Plaintiff now admits of record knowing since no later than l97T-73, it is plain that the

time limit for him to have filed his claims occurred far earlier than the decades he delayed. As

shown by the deposition admissions now of record (see citations above), Plaintiffknew all of the

facts necessary to start his 6 year diligent inquiry period back at the tirne he first became an adult

in the late 1970's,

B. Wisconsin's Dakìn v. MørcíníøÊ Additionally Requires The Dismissal Of Plaintiffs
Claims Because It lIeld The Law Does Not Toll The Limitations Until A
Tortfeasor's Employer Is l(¡rown.

ln Dakín v. Mørcíniak, et al., 2005 WI Ãpp 67,280 Wis.2d 491, 695 N.W.2d 867, our

judicial system was presented with the direct question of whether a claimant who admittedly
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knew the identity of the immediate tortfeasor who caused his or her bodily injuries, could

nevertheless expand the time for suing the principal or employer of that person by alleging he or

she did not know of the employer's liability or role until sometime later, The answer was a clear

"îo." Id.1[1115-19.

ln Dakín, a claimant riding a bus fell from her seat and suffered injuries when the bus had

to swerye to avoid a car. There was no collision, but the s\ryerye was caused by the driver of the

car negligently pulling out. Id. f 2. V/ithin the statutory time period, the clairnant leamed and

confirmed the identity of the tortfeasor driver. She sued. Id. n3. Afrer the statute of limitation

passed, she deposed the driver and learned that he had an ernployer. Id. Accordingly, after the

statnte of limitations had passed she attempted to sue the employer, arguing that under the

Wisconsin discovery/diligent inquiry nrle, her cause of action againstthat employer could not be

deemed to have accrued until she discovered that particular defendant's identity and its

involvement.

Flatly rejecting this gambit, the Dahín court observed that just because a claim does not

acøue until a plaintiff has knowledge of a suable pafiy, does not mean that it does not accrue

v¡til all parties are known, Id. ll15. As recognized in Dakiu the purpose of the discovery rule

is to limit the manifest ir{ustice that arises when application of the stahrte of limitation destroys

the rights of parties who could not have brought their olaims earlier, It ís not a promíse to delay

límítatíons "untÌl optimal litígatíon conditíons are establßhed" or until all the partíes who might

be sued øre con/ìrmed. Id. (ernphasis added). There the plaintiff could have sued the employee

years earlier and demanded discovery. Obviously, so too could have the Jane Doe Plaintiff in

this case.
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The plaintiff next argued that the auto driver's failure to report the accident to his

employer (and then to her) should lessen or satisff her duty of diligent inquiry. Not so. As

observed by the court, such an argument is oircular. Id, n ß. The driver and his employer's

alleged silence on the subject had nothing to do with an investigation that the plaintiff never

conducted, The law places tho duty of dihgent ínquiry upon the person alleging the delay; not

the upon the claimant's target. .ld.

Given the dictates of Wisconsin law, tlrc Dakín court affirmed the dismissal of the

plaintiffls untimely suit against tho employer. Id,l19.

In this case, it is simply an undeniable effect of law that a person such as this Plaintiff

was under a duty to investigate diligently his potential claims against all targets decades ago. It

is beyond argument that the very first focus of even the most inexperienced lawyer consulted on

any personal iqiury case is the question of whether the tortfeasor had an employer (and thus, an

investigation into the employer's exposure), To suggest otherwise would make a mockery of the

diligent inquiry rule and the uncontroverted principle that the discovery rule was never adopted

to be an excuse for plaintiffs to avoíd their obligations.

Precisely because the tort implications of the agent-principal, employer-ønployee

relationship are so universally known (or knowable with any minimum inquiry or diligence), as

well as the immediate wrongfulness of any sexual abuse, our State has rejected the notion that

plaintiffs can extend the legislatively mandated limitations period for lawsuits by alleging

ignorance about the possibility of pursuing an employer or principal for injuries arising from the

acts of an agents. Given the facts of record now confirmed on this summary judgment record,

Plaintiff has no basis upon which he may be asked to be excused from the same 6-year time

limitation requirements that every other litigant in this state is obligated to meet.
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C. Even If Plaintiff's l(nowledge Of His Opn Abuse Could Be Set Aside, As Well As
The Ruling Of The Døkín Case, Other Facts Of Judicial Notice Equally Compel A
Dismissal Of ThÍs 2008 Lawsuit.

As already noted, embedded in the duty to exercise reasonable diligence, is the duty to

ínquíre. Estate of Hegarty ex rel. Hegarty v. Beauchøíne,2001, WI App 300, T 85,249 Wis.2d

142,638 N.W.zd 355 (Fine, J., dissenting)i Tele-Port v. Ameritech Mobíle Comm.,200l WI App

zil,n 11,248 Wis,2d 846, 858, 637 N,W.2d782. Indeed, as the federal appellate court for orn

State aptly summed it up, persons wishing to claim the right to assert fraud, cannot merely wait

'1rntil the facts find them," Stoclvnan v. LaCroix,7g0 F,zd 584, 587-89 (7th Cir. 1986). They

are obligated to act upon information that daily is made available to the world.

Here, a review of judicially noticeable historical facts shows that any person exercising

any eflort to investigate sex abuse claims, much less conduct any diligent ínquiry, could not help

but obsen¡e throughout all ofthe 1990's, and before, that not only could churches be sued for

sexual assaults of clerics, but that frtey were being sued - by hundreds of claimants throughout

the corurtry.

Consider just the City and County of Milwaukee where this Plaintiff filed this lawsuit.

From 1990 to 1998, the Milwaukee Journal and Milwaukee Sentinel prepared no less than 1J0

articles on the very subject of 'Wisconsin clergy sexual abuse and all the resulting consequences

and lawsuits. This is a matter of undisputed historical fact per judicial notice. Wis. Stat, $

902.01(4). A bibliography and those articles and their dates is reprinted in the Affidavit of David

Muth. (Muth Aff, 11 5 Ex, D.) And these are just the articles from the widely available

Milwaukee newspaper to say nothing of other ne\üspapers around the state, in addition to all of

the additional natíonal sources also present from such ubiquitous sources as ABC, NBC, CBS,

CNN, National Public Radio, television news reports, televisíon magazine shows, television talk

shows, traditional magazines, books, radio, radio talk shows, USA Toda¡ The Chicago Tribune,
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The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and all the other permutations of national news

coverage that have exited since the 1980's. P. Jenkins, Pedophiles and Príests, Anatomy of a

Contemporary Crisis 53-54,74-75 (Replica Books, 1996).

As one leading book on the subject observed in 1996, "8y the early 1990's reports of

sexual misbehavior by priests had become so numerous as to be almost commonplace of news

coverage." Id. He noted that by 1996, hundreds of articles had appeared (and were continuing)

in religious and secular periodicals of every possible political and cultural persuasion including

Newsweek, People'Weekly, Redbook, Ms,, The Nation, Vanity Fair, National Review, National

Catholic Reporter, Playboy, Christian Cørtury, Rolling Stone, U S Catholic, the New Yorker,

Episcopal Life, America, Cotnmonweal, Time, Maclean's, PrimeTime Live (ABC), Nightline

(ABC), 20/20 (ABC), 60 Minutes (CBS), Dateline (NBC), Court Television, Investigative

Reports (Arts & Entertainment), and CNN Reports (CNN). Id.; see ø/sa Muth Aff. 116 Ex. E.

As just one example, here is the introductory excerpt of what the universally known and

dishibuted magazíne "Time" observed as an obvious fact inAugust of 1991:

SINS OF THE F'ATHERS
August l9rl99l

Without doubt it is the worst wave of moral scandal ever to beset
Roman Catholicism in North America. Dozens upon dozens of
pdests have been accused of sexually abusing underage boys.
Case have erupted in most U.S. states and two Canadian provinces
since the 1985 conviction of Louisiana's Father Gilbert Gauthe,
who had molested 35 youths. So widespread øre the cases that by

one inþrmed estimate, Cøtholic institutions høve paid $300
millíon in settlernents - and no end in síght.

One attorney in the Hawaii suit, Jeffi'ey R. Anderson of St. Paul,
has become a specialist in civil damage suits involving alleged
priestly sex abuse and is pursuing more than a 100 cases at
present.
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TimeMagazine, "Sins of The Fathers," Aug. 19, 1991, 1991 WL 3117669 (see attached Table of

Non-Wisconsin Authorities) (emphasis added).

Plaintiff s attorney alone had more than 100 cases in l99L

Retuming to 'Wisconsin here is a santplirg of just some of the headlines of articles that

appeared in the same 2 year time period of I99l-92 in the Milwaukee Journal/Sentinel, which

are also matters of judicial notice that every person just scanning the headlines * without any

additional searching or inquiry- understood and knew:

'Woman f iles Suit Alleging Abuse by Priest (10-31-91)

Misconduct By Priest Is Alleged (l-21-92)

Priest Gets 7 Years in Prison in Sex Case (4-25-92)

Priest Charged With Molesting2 Alter Boys Q-8-92)

Former Alter Boy Älleges Sex Abuse (5-5-92)

Formcr Student Sues High School, Allegíng Abuse (7-14-92)

M¿n Sues Over Alleged Assaults (8-21-92)

Anguish Of Child Sexual Abuse Lingers Long After the News Fades (10-18-92)

Weakland Says fle Knew of Sexual Allegations Against Priest (l-28-92)

Àt Least 3 Lawsuits Here Allege Sex Abuse By Priests (10-29-92)

Kenosha Officials Get25 Calls RegardÍng Sex Abuse By Priest (10-29-92)

15 Tell Authoritìes Sheboygan Priest Assaulted Them, Several Allege He First
Served Martinis (10-29-92)

Student Says Priest TrÌed to Molest Him 8 Years A.go (10-30-92)

Sex-Abuse Victims Urged To Come Forth (11-1-92)

Priests Who Become Problems (ll-2-92')

Lawmaker Wants Longer TÍme for Filing Charges (U-3-92)

Parishioners Worry About Ex-Pastor's Vicfims (11-3-92)
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S10,000 Bail Set For Priest In Sex Case (11-6-92)

Priest Sex Cases have Cost $6501000, Weakland Reveals (11-6-92)

Man Files Suit in Sex Abuse By Priest (11-13-92)

Dear Archbishop: A Survivor Of Sex Abuse Replies (11-15-92)

Sex AllegatÍons AgaÍnst Priest Escalate (12-6-92,

Priest Serving Time For Sex With Boy, 15 (12-L8-92)

I Men Tell of Sex Abuse By Friars (L2-20-921

Former Seminary Students Demand Action on Abuse (12:21.92)

Priest Urges all Clergy To Report Abuse (12-24-92)

Capuchins Dragglng Feet on Sex Abuse Inquiry, Ex-Student Says (12-ZL-92)

(Muth Aff. 115 Ex. D.)

The news coverage of the sexual abuse scandal in the Chu¡ch continued throughout the

1990's and into the 2000's. Below is a sampling of headlines of the articles that appeared in The

Milwaukee Journal/Sentinel during that time frame, when Plaintiff was talking to his therapist

about the abuse, was in touch with the Archdiocese and was actively scanning headlines to read

about the abuse scandal:

Sexual-Abuse Lawsuit Names Priest (1-5-93)

4 Adults FiIe New Lawsuit Alleging Abuse by Effinger (1-20-93)

Effinger Found Guitty o1'87, '88 Sex Assaults (2,-27-93)

Alleged Victim Sues Priest (3-10-93)

Report Details Seminary Abuse (5-27-93)

Bishops Create Sex Abuse Task F'orce (6-18-93)

Dlocese sets aside $2 million Fund To Cover Abuse Claims (l-7-94)

Allegation in the 1980s Named Priest (4-t+94)

Church's Carefully Crafted Words Don't Excuse Priestst Vile Behavior (ll-28-
e4)
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Archdiocese Defends Secrecy; Church Trics to Assure That Minors Are Safe
X'rom Abuse Q-17-02)

6 Priests LÍnked To Abuse; New Task X'orce Will Review Allegations Submitted
By Milwaukee Archdiocese (3-25-02)

Bucher Orders Sex Abuse Investigation; Accusations Against Prlest Date Back
30 Years (5-f5-02)

Ex-'West Al[s Priest Charged With Sexual Assault Of 3 Boys in '70s (5-2442)

(Muth Aff.llfl 5, 7, Exs. D, F.)

Next, in addition to the relentless multi-media coverage since the 1980's and ever since,

any minimal inquiry into the legal freld would have additionally shown that by 1999 more than

half of the 50 states had already processed actual civil lawsuits to the advanced stage of

publíshed appellate decisions by which other litigants had already demonstrably sued supervising

orgarúzations for clergy sexual abuse. A copy of a bibliography of these cases is attached to the

Affidavit of David Muth. (Muth Aff, T 8 Ex. G.) Plaintiff did not have to contact attomeys just

consentrating their practices to suits against churches (such as Plaintiff s own lawyer) to find out

that the Church had exposure and could be sued. Before the turn of the century, there were more

than thirty (30) published cases exemplifoing and proving that facl. Prominently numbered

arnong those states was 
'Vy'isconsin with no less than 4 published cases. And in each of those

'Wisconsin cases) the question was not whether the claimant could sue the supervising

organization, but rather, like here, was the action timely. See e.g., Pritzlaff v. Archdiocese of

Milwaukee, 194 V/is. 2d302,325-26,533 N.W.2d 780 (1995); John BBB Doe v. Archdiocese of

Milwaukee, 211 Wis. 2d 312,565 N,V/.2d 94 (1997); L.L.N. v. Clauder,209 rWis. 2d 674, 685,

563 N,W,2d 434 (1997); Joseph W. v. Diocese of Madíson,212 tilis. 2d 925, 569 N.W.zd 795

(Ct. App. te97).
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Given all of the TV coverage, the radio coverage, the newspaper articles, the books, and

the other sources of popular information, as well as the officially publßhed appellate examples

of such claims by courts both within V/'isconsin and outside of it, it is perfectly plain that no

other tort claimant, exercising any diligence, would be allowed to defer his or her 6 year period

in which to conduct and complete his or her "diligent inquiry." To rule otherwise would mean

that persons possessing claims need not consider publicly available judicial decisions and

everydaynews reports and information coming out on a daily basis.

Contrary to any opposing argument, the Wisconsin statute of limitations, whether for

fraud or otherwise, do not wait until the person claiming a right to sue eventually decides to

consult a lawyer (or has a lawyer specializing in these claims contact him), or claims he or she

has found the final facts to prevail attÅal, or decides to obtain a expert confïrmation of his or her

injuries. That is the work to be done wíthin the 6 year inquiry period. Not after it. Again, âs our

federal appellate court best put it:

"[The 6 yearsJ provided by a statute of limitations is not for
recuperation after leaming enough to prevaìl at trìal. It ß þr
investigatíon, and because fraud may be hard to uruavcl the
statutory period is substantial."

Stoclønan,790F.2d at 588 (applying Wis. law).

Plaintiff, having known about his abuse since the early 1970's, the precise person who

did it, the fact that he was a Catholic priest, and then being subject to the same barrage of lawsuit

information that has been broadcasted to the entire American population over the last 27 years,

was not entitled to wait 35 years before bringing this lawsuit.

V. ARGUMENT¡ PUBLIC POLICY LAlry SIMILARLY REQUIRES
DISMISSAL OFTHIS 2OO8 ACTION

Wholly apart from the numerical years set by the legislature for limitation periods which

this Plaintiff cannot meet, our Supreme Court has ruled that any extension to those time limits by
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the "discovery" exception is subject to judicial supervision through public policy limitations.

For instarrce, on a dispositive motion in the Supreme Court case of Pritzlaff v. Archdiocese of

Milwaukee, the Court held that regardless of any other rule, order or provision, allowing a

twenty-seven year old claim to go forward against a defendant was simply contrary to public

policy. Such a case would be ineparably unfair and could not be permitted.

fio allow the claim to proceed against the Archdiocese based on
Ms. PritzlafPs allegations concerning Fr, Donovan despite the
passage of twenty-seven years since the end of the alleged
relationship would be contrary to the public policy of the State.

This court has stated Ihat the discovery rule will apply only when
allowing meritorious claims outweighs the threat of stale or
fraudulent actions. Hansen, 113 V/is,2d at 559, 335 N.W.2d 578,
Extending the discovery rule to this case would cause unfairness to
a defendant who is forced to attempt to defend a suit for emotional
and psychological injuries in which the alleged conduct took place
over twenty-seven years ago and increase the potential for fraud.

194 Wis. 2d at306,322 (emphasis added),

Two years later in the case of John B.B.B. Doe v. Archdíocese of Milwaukee, the

Supreme Court ruled again that even in the face of assertions of "repressed memory" it would be

against public policy to allow claims as old as 20 years to proceed.

When such allegations are made long after the alleged occuffence,
the potential for fraud is heightened. The opportunity to fairly
prosecute, and defend against, these claims is frustrated, ...

Based upon these considerations: dr q matter of Iøw, we conclude
that it would be conhary to public policy, and would defeat the
pu{poses of limitation statutes to allow olaims of repressed
memory to invoke the discovery rule and to indefinitely toll the
statutory limitations for these plaintifß,

211 Wis, 2dat364,56 N.V/.zd 94.
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In this case, the delay that Plaintiff is attempting to justífy is even longer: 35 years. At

this level, not only would the delay be exponentially greater than the 20 years and 27 years

rejected in Doe uñ Pritzlffi but frrther, it would violate even the most liberalized statute of

limitations recently enacted by the legislature for childhood sexual abuse claims. Specifically,

under the newest and most expanded statute of limitations enacted for childhood sexual abuse,

the very latest date any ne\r/ childhood victim of abuse may sue today is for 17 years after

reaching his or her majority age (until age 35). Wis. Stat. $ 893.587. Section 893.587 became

effeotive in this State on April 30, 2004. In contrast to this statute, hcre Plaintiff waited 35 years

and was 51 years of age when he filed his 2008 suit: 16 years longer than what even the longest

stahÌtes would allow childhood victims of today.

lVhile this Motion does not contend that the 2004 law binds this Plaintiff, still, section

893,587 evinces the best evidenoe possible of what the legislature concretely believes is the best

public polioy of this state, and the outennost time period in which any victim - even of today -
should be able to invoke the judicíal systern for such old claìms. Moreover, regardless of the

application of section 893.587, Plaintiff does rcmain bound to thE prior judicial declarations

establishing the objectionableness of 20 and 27 year delays as set forth by the Supreme Court in

the Doe and. Prítzlaffcases.

Finally, unlike the Doe and Prítzlaff cases which were dismissed on the pleadings and

thus depended upon the prejudice that could only be judicially forecasted experientially from

such obvious delays, this is a summary judgment motion, with proven facts of record,

establishing the loss of the most critical witnesses to the defense. Under such circumstances it is

perfectly evident that even if Plaintiff could excuse all of his delays in bringing this case, those
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excuses cannot undo the ineparable prejudice to the defense in this case or ovemrle the public

policy requirements handed down h Pritzlaff and, Doe.

Although the foregoing rulings alone compel a dismissal of this case, there are other

public policy considerations which lead to the same result. For example, courts have relied upon

the impossible task of predicting foreseeable harm by an employee for his propensity to abuse

children in dismissing third party duty-to-warn claims founded in negligence. See Gritzner v.

Michael lR., 2000 WI 68, n 44,235 Wis, 2d 781, 611 N.W.2d 906 (holding that public policy

precludes a negligent failure to wam claim in connection wíth the inapproprìate sexual acts of a

child, because there would be "no just and sensible stopping points for liabilityJ'); Kellí T-G v.

Charlønd,198 V/is. 2d123,I30,542 N.V/.2d 175,178 (Ct. App. 1995) (holdingthe ex-wifeof a

child molester did not have a duty to warn the mother of a child that was plalng under the

molester's care, because "recovery would e,nter a field not only with no definable, sensible

stopping point, but no sensible starting point as well."); see also Estate of Paswøters v. Amerícan

Family Mut. Ins. Co.,277 Wis. 2d 549, 560,692 N.W.2d 299,304 (Ct. App. 2004) ("It is

unreasonable to expect people in [defendant]'s position to attempt to predict enatic and irrational

human behavior,") If public policy precludes neglígence claims based on an alleged failure to

warn, the same principles must apply with even greater force to fraud claims alleging intentíonal

misconduct based on virtually identical allegations.

Further our Supreme Court drew a line in Hornback v. Archdìocese of Milwaukee that

must be honored here as well. Allowing recovery on this state of record would begin "a descent

down a slippery slope with no sensible or just stopping point." 2008 WI 98, f 54, 752 N.W.zd

862. Again, what the court in John Doe I did not decide was whether the Archdiocese of

Milwaukee defrauded any plaintiffs at all. Instead, it ruled only that the parties should have an
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oppoilunity to conduct discovery under a fraud theory. John Doe 1,2007 WI 95 J[t[ 62-64. Now

that discovery has taken place, would the Archdiocese (and by expansion, every employer in

V/isconsin) be required to noti$ every parishioner (or citizen) in every parish (or county) of an

employee's past misconduct? Would it have to notify every parishioner in the Archdiocese in

case that priest attended services or other events outside of his parish? 'Would it have to notiff

every person in the city in which the príest works, regardless of whether he or she is Catholic?

Would it have to notify every person in the state in case the priest travels? Or the country or

world for that matter? What if the priest had been cared for psychologically, been certified as

medically okay and had no further reports of misconduct of any kind?

And what would constitute appropriate notice? Would notice in the newspapers be

sufficisnt? lndeed, in this case, if Plaintiff claims that it wasn't until sometime øftei the 1980's

and 1990's that he first noticed, saw and heard all of the plethora of articles, talk radio segments,

television news reports or lawsuits that had been broadcasted in the public domain since 1985,

how then could auy court hold that any notice - 35 years ea¡lier - and without the benefit of

hindsight on the part of the Archdiocese of Milwaukee, ever been sufficient to satisft some

alleged, but never defined, duty owed by the Archdiocese to the entire world? 'Where, as a

matter of public policy, is the reasonable stopping point if such ba¡e assertions are allowed to

proceed in the face of the factual record now established on this motion?

And would the line for such notiñcation be limited to sexual abuse? Would employees

have to notify the public regarding employees who may drink alcohol in exccss or have a

previous conviction for drunken driving? Would the notice requirement encompass

unsubstantiated claims, exposing the Archdioeese to potential defamation claims? Opening the
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window for these types of unending fraud claims - in the face of this record - would eliminate

any stahrte of limitation.

Similarly, fraud claims against an employer for failing to disclose all potential "scarlet

letters" of all employees would exist in perpetuity. There would be no sensibls or just stopping

point, and the Archdiocese, or indeed, any employer, would have no way of knowing whether it

had fully complied with such an open ended, immeasurable duty. Moreover, imposing such a

requirement years later afte¡ the proven loss of witnesses, memory medical records and other

evidence eliminates any possible opporfunity for aparty to have any chance of fairly defending

such claims.

When allegations are made long after the alleged occurrence, the ability to defend against

such claims is destroyed. John BBB Doe,Zll Wis. 2d at355,565 N.W.2d at 111. Allowing

decades-old claims to go forward would be unfair to the Archdiocese and conhary to

longstanding principles of public policy because, as now proven by the record, the Archdiocese

is guite literally unable to investigate and defend the very claims now being made. See Pritzlaff,

194 Wis. 2d at322,533 N.W.2d at 788.

Further, the 35 years of delay make it impossible to realistically defend against any type

or amount of damages claimed in this oase given all of the intervening and superseding causes

that certainly will have affected vocational opportunities, lost wages claims and emotional health

between the time of the alleged abuse and the filing of the lawsuit, thereby placing the finder-of-

factin a quagmire as to any damage that would be demanded.

\rI. CONCLUSION

Statutes of limitation a¡e based on the reality that even for persons with just claims, it is

unjust not to put those matters promptly to the civil litigation systern due to the unavoidable

deleterious effects of time and the limitations inherent in any human judicial system. Balancing
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the right of persons accused of wrongdoing (especially those accused of intuntionøl wrongs) to

be free from stale claims, against the right of injured persons to have a reasonable period of time

in which to sue, represents no less than the legislature's declaration on when the right to be free

of stale claims must prevail over any right to sue. Order of Raílroad Telegraphers v. Raílway

Express Agency,321 U.S. 342, 348-49 (\944). Further, the Wisconsin Supreme Court's public

policy limitatìons from Pritzlaff and Doe on the fi.¡rthest extent any "discovery'' rule can be

expanded, impose the same limitations fudicially) upon that rule.

Here Plaintiff s 35 year old lawsuit is plainly time baned. The time to investigate and

bring a fraud claim was 6 years. Plaintiff has always known about the acts of abuse and the

person who committed it frorn the 1970's onward. Plaintiff also knew the precise identity of his

abuser and that he was a priest associated with a supewising religious organization. Finalþ, like

everyone else, Plaintiff knew about the reality of the Catholic Chwch being sued time and time

again for sexual abuse acts of its priests from at least 1990 and onward. lnJohn Doe 1, Ihe

Supreme Court charged all lower courts with the obligation to review and then decide this

question once a properly made and supported summary judgment motion was brought.

Under the obligation of diligent inquiry the Plaintiff was not entitled to delay his required

investigations until after the start of a new millennium and until more facts "found him," Given

the admittcd knowledge and the proven facts of record from the early 1990's, his ó year

investigative period started and lapsed no later than the end of the 1990's.

Finally, even if Plaintiff could erase all of the record facts of his own knowledge and the

proven historical facts ofjudicial notice, that erasure still would be unable to change or eliminate

the undeniable prejudice caused to the defense in this case. This case is not even close. The

longest slaim allowed by the public policy of today's legislature can be made 17 years after
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reaching majority age. The Supreme Court, in turn, has declared that for older cÍìses, the civil

system can and must dismiss lawsuits where claimants attempt to prosecute cases as old as 20

y€ars. Here this case is 35 years old.

This is not a motion to dismiss testing only pleadings. Here, there is a motion for

sunmary judgment. The Plaintiffs admissions and knowledge are matters of record. As

conclusively established by the factual tecord, all of the anticipated unfairnesses predicted in the

Pritzlaff and Doe cases now exists in proven and overwhelming measr¡re. The record in this

case, the law of diligent inquiry and limitation of public policy each require a ruling that this case

was not timely pursued or brought. The Archdiocese's motion for summary judgment

dismissing PlaintifPs complaint should be granted,

Dated this lst day of June,2009.

JOHN A. ROTHSTEIN
State Bar No. 1004356
DAVID P. MUTH
State Bar No. 1027027
NATALIE G. MACIOLEK
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ARLES & LLP
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(414) 277-s000
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I. INTRODUCTION

In John Doe I v. Archdíocese of Mílwaukee,lhe 'Wisconsin 
Supreme Court found that the

issue of when a reasonable person knew or should have known of the Archdiocese's alleged

"fraud" involving allegations of childhood sexual abuse by one of its priests could not be decided

on a bare motion to dismiss. 2007 WI 95, f 13, n.7, 303 'ù/is. 2d 34,734 N.f&ZO 527 (2007). In

saying this, however, the Supreme Court took pains to note that it was not precluding summary

judgment oncç "undisputed facts demonstrate tliat the fraud claims accrued more than six years

prior to the dates on which the claims were filed." Id. X63,

There \¡/as no elaboration by the John Doe / Court on what "representations" or

"reliance" would be required to present a sustainable fraud claim, Instead, the Supreme Court

remanded the,Iohn Doe I case back to the trial court to decide those matters once a record was

offered. Id. X 49. Thus, in issuiug its John Doe I decision, the Supreme Court made clear that

sexual abuse allegations - even if framed in fraud language - like any other count, would still be

subject to an appropriately filed summary judgment motion:

[B]ased solely on the Complaints, we cannot determine when the
plaintiffs knew or should have known of the Archdiocese's alleged
knowledge of the priests' past histories of sexual molestation of
children. Therefore, their claims may or may not be time barred by
rWis. Stat. $ 893.93(1)þ) depending on when the claims for fraud
accrued. Since a Motion to Dismiss does not present the
opportunity to fully develop the facts surrounding the
Archdiocese's arguments that the plaintiffs' fraud claims accrued
more than six years before the date on which they wore filed, we
conclude that the claims for fraud survive a Motion to Dismiss.
Howelter, we wanl to clarify thot we are not precludíng summary
judgment if undisputed facts demonsîrate that the claíms þr frpud
accrued more than síx years prior to the dates on whích the claims
werefiled.

Id. fln 62-63 (emphasis added)
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Shortly after the Supreme Court's decision in John Doe I was published, the two

Plaintiffs filed this lawsuit casting their 37 year old sexual abuse allegations as "fraud" counts.

Plaintifß assert that they were sexually abused by Bruce MacArthur. According to their

complaint, the abuse they suffered occurred in the 1960's, more than 37 and 40 years before they

filed their action. The Plaintifß did not sue their alleged attacker, Bruse NãacArthur. Instead,

they named only the Diocese of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and the Archdiocese of Mjlwaukee.

Concerning their Iawsuit against the Archdiocese of Milwaukee, the Plaintiffs alleged intentional

fraud, and more recently, added a claim for "negligent misrepresentation." Because the claim for

"negligent misrepresentation" is new, that count will be subject to a motion to dismiss for failure

to state a claim because of clear existing Wisconsin Supreme Court precedent. Hence, that count

will not be discussed in this brief. Meanwhile, this brief will address the summary judgment

motion directed by the John Doe / Court on the untimeliness of these Plaintìffs' 37 and 40 year

old "fraud" claims. Those claims are plainly baned by the 6 year limitation prescribed by law.

Plaintiffs' 37 and 40 year old lawsuit is untimely or unsustainable for the following

reasons:

Plaintifß' claims are time barred. 'What 
the Plaintiffs will now admit they personally

knew (or didn't know) is irrelevant. The legal test for starting the 6 year clock on

commencing fraud suits is what the law determines an objective person would have

known had he or she conducted a dilìgent inquiry. Here, objectively speaking, any

person \a/ho knew by no later than the 1990's that they had been sexually abused by a

clergy rnember during the 1960's, '70's or '80's certainly would have been on legal

"inquiry notice" to investigate their rights against the Archdiocese for legal claims

(including fraud) for far rnore than six years before these Plaintiffs filed thís 2007 action.

I
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2. Public poJicy also separately requires the dismissal of Plaintiffs' 37 and 40 year old

claims pursuant to Wisconsin Supreme Court authority. It ís undisputed that most, if not

all, defense witnesses who would have any ability to defend this matter are now dead or

unavailable, and firrther, critical exculpatory testimony and documents no longer exist or

are unavailable. ä

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. Bruce MacArthur Came To Milwaukee In 1965 And There Is Almost No Evidence
Regarding His Conduct Or Activities In Wisconsin From L965-70,

In 1953, Bruce MacArthur was ordained and incardinated as a Roman Catholic priest in

the Diocese of Sioux Falls. (Pls.' Am, Compl. T 6.) Incardination is a religious term used in the

Roman Catholic Church which identif¡es the formal "attachment" of a priest to a particular

diocese, and more specifìcall5 to the presiding Bishop of that Diocese. (Cusack Aff. 'ìT 2.) All

diocesan priests are incardinated to one, and only one Bishop to whom they owe their religious

duties, (Id.) Throu,ghout all of the events alleged in Plaintiffs' Iawsuits, Bruce MacArthur was

incardinated to the Bishop of Sioux Falls.

Next, for purposcs of Milwaukee's role in this lawsuit, the relevant records that still exist

on MacArthur's introduction and presence in Wisconsin consist of but 4 documents. The first

document is a letter dated February 28,1965. This letter was from Bishop Lambert Anthony

Hoch of Sioux Falls to an Auxiliary Bishop in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee (Auxiliary Bishop

Roman Atkielski). (Cusack Aff. 11 4 Ex. A.) The letter was about MacArthur.

Bishop Hoch has been dead for more than 18 years. (Cusack Aff. T 22.) Similarly, the

recipient of the letter, Milwaukee Auxiliary Bishop Atkielski, has been dead for even longer,

Auxiliary Bishop Atkiçlski died nearly 40 years ago. (Cusack Aff, I I l,) Hence, apart from the

two page letter deceased Bishop Hoch penned to deceased Auxiliary Bishop Atkielski, there is
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no other background, explanation or follow-up that can be asked of, conceming what was told or

not told, or discussed or not discussed by Bishop Hoch to orwith Auxiliary Bishop Atkielski.

Returning then to the letter, Bishop Hoch wrote that Sioux Falls' priest, Bruce

MacArthur, had a "problem" and accordingly had been sent to Via Coeli (Servants of the

Paraclete). Internet research has shown that at the time Via Coéli was abatholic instih¡tion

which in 1948 opened its doors for clerics with problems of substance abuse and addictive

behavior (e.g., alcoholism).1 Later, in 1976 it devised and initiated specific treatment protocols

for clergy sexual abuse issues. According to public sources, lawsuits and bad publicity forced

the facility to stop treating sexual diso¡ders in 7994-2 Hence, all information and documçntation

that would have existed at tbe time no longer exists or is available on Bruce MacArthur's

tr€atment, dates, tests, diagnoses made, and most importantly, the medical opinions rendered to

Sioux Falls upon his presumed favorable discharge when he retumed to Sioux Falls. (Muth Aff.

ll2 Ex. A.). There is no evidence suggesting that any of this information was ever sent to the

Archdiocese of Milwaukee.

Next, the language of Bishop Hoch's February 28, 1965letter states that sometime later,

after Bruce MacArthw returned to Sioux Falls, the Diocese gave him a parish reassignment.

(Cusack Aff. 11 4 Ex. A.) V/hile there Sioux Falls became alerted to a recumonce of the "same

problem." Again, however, apart from mentioning the "recurrence", what the nature of the

recurrent problem was, how it recurred, what was involved, and who - if anyone - rvas affected,

were not stated. The February 28, 1965letter then goes on to state that MacArthur was then sent

to "Blue Cloud Abbey'' to make a retreat and that he was willing to undergo psychiatric

t trtç://ww-.daytonvotf,orgla¡íclesl2007/May/PattemsVo20ofÞ/o20lnstitutional%20Secrecy.pdf at p, 3. (Attached to
A¡chdiocese's Table ofNon-Wisconsin Authorities, f¡led simultaneously with this brief,)

2 bttp://www.bishopaccountability.orglnews2003-01-06/2003-04J2_Cooperman-OneDioceses.htm, (Attached to
Archdiocese's Table ofNon-Vy'isco¡lsin Authorities, filed simultaneously with this brief.)
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treatment. Blue Cloud Abbey is a monastery located in South Dakota. Again, however, no

details are memorialized as to what treatment (if any) or discharge was made of MacArthur when

hc left. Blue Cloud Abbey has not produced any documents on MacArthur from that time period

or from any other time period. Again, in all cases there is no evidence that whatever information

that existed was ever forwarded to anyone within the Archdiocese of Mil*ut Ë..'

The second piece of correspondence is dated Ma¡ch 5, 1965. On this date Milwaukee

Auxiliary Bishop Atkielski returned a letter to Bishop Hoch stating that MacArthur could be

supervised by Milwaukee priest Paul Berhand and placed in a parish with that priest.3 (Cusack

Aff. 1[ 5 Ex. B.) Atkielski's note, however, contains no further details on those matters.

AuxiliaryBishop Atkielski's letter does, however, memorializethat MacArthur could be directed

lo "a eompetent psychologíst and tnedic at our St. Michael's Hospital where the Sísters mcíntaín

a ward for these purposes and where we have directed many a. príest with great success." (Id.)

Who the competent psychologist was (or is) is unknown. Further, discovery propounded to St.

Michael's Hospital similarly failed to provide any information or documents on Bruce

MacArthur or his treaünent and the approvals he leceived from that third institution from so

many years past.a (Muth Aff. f 3 Ex. B.)

The third piece of correspondence is from a Monsignor Beres of Milwaukee from

March 25, 1965 back to deceased Bishop Hosh. (Cusack Aff. T 6 Ex, C.) Beres at the time was

a Vice Chancellor of the Diocese. Monsignor Beres is similarly deceased. (Cusack Aff. J[ 13.)

Back in 1965 Monsignor Beres wrote Bishop Hoch informing him that MacArthur had been

3 Falher Paul Bertrand is similarly long since deceased, having died in 1992. (Cusack Aff. 11 12.)

a The absence of any records from St, Michael's from so long ago is also not surprising. The Business Joumal of
Milwaukee ín 2006 reported that St. Michael Hospital closed its entire behavior health unit on June 14, 2006, along
with its entire medical/surgical unit and its intensive care units within that same rnonth and year, Thc Busíness
Joumal of Milwaukee, May 8, 2006 ('l/heaton to Close Most of St. Michael's Hospital").
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âssigned to a parish in Milwaukee and that arrangements had been made for "Father to receive

good professional help." (1d.) Nothing further is added by the Beres letter.

Finally, the fourth piece of correspondence is dated May 13, 1965. (Cusack Atr T 7

Ex. D.) This document w¿s from the priest who was earlier identified ur$" one who would

supervise Bruce MacArthur (namely Fr. Paul Bertrand). Fr. Berhand has beën dead for the past

17 years. (Cusack Aff, T l2). Bertrand wrote Bishop Hoch a note reflecting that Father

MacArthur had indeed "completed his medical treatment. . . ." (Id.) But apart from his written

words confirming the treatment and its completion, there is no longer any access to Fr. Bertrand

or any medical documents or information from that treatment disclosing the medical tests,

duration, clinics, practitioners, course of treatments, and again most importantly, the approvals

and clearances that the medical practitioners then undoubtedly gave to Bishop Atkielski.

Whatever discharges and approvals the medical health care professionals gave, and on which the

Archdiocese then had to rely, can no longer be inquired about and are unavailable to the

Archdiocese (or this Court or to the finder of fact).

Returning to the few remaining pieces of information that can be gleaned from the

written record, measured from 1965 forward, MacArthur performed services in the geography of

the Archdiocese of Milwaukee for just five years. During those five years there is no

information of any sort suggesting any kind of untoward event or act by MacArthur ever

occurred or was brought to the attention of the Archdiocese. (Cusack Aff. I3.) In 1970, a[7er

five years of working in V/isconsin, MacArthur was recalled by his incardinating Diocese and he

returned to South Dakota of his own accord. (Cusack Aff. f 8 Ex. E.) As far as the records

show, and Milwaukee is awarÍe, Bruce MacArthur never did any further work in the State of

Wisconsin. Bruce MacArthur left and was forgotten. Years moved on; and then decades,
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The next event involving Milwaukee and Bruce MacArthur \¡/as a full three decades later.

ln 2002, for the ftrst time, the Milwaukee Archdiocese was notified of an allegation regarding

alleged misconduct by MacArthur when he was situated here in the Milwaukee geography.

(Cusack Aff. 1J1J 3, 9 Ex. F.). That was news to Milwaukee - especially to the entirely new set of

people who now make up the Archdiocese. :

B" The PlaintÍffs Admit In Their Depositions They I{new All Nccessary Facts To
Investigate And Bring Their Claims Well Before2007.

L JangDoe 2's Admissions.

Jane Doe 2 alleges in her complaint that she was abused by MacArthur in 1966 or 7967.

(Pls.' Am. Compl. f 30.) In her deposition, Jane Doe 2 admits that ever since t96ó-67, she has

always had the abuse event present in her mind. This is not a case of failed o¡ lost memory.

(See citations below). Thus, the factual record confirms that from 1966-67 forward she has

always known these four undisputed facts: (a) the sexual abuse she claims; (b) the identity of the

persou who committed it (Bruce MacArthur); (c) that Bruce MacArthur was a Catholic priest;

and finally (d) that what MacArthur did to her was rwrong. Further, not only did she know these

faots but it is undisputedherfamrÞ knew them too.

Q. You've known about these events with Bruce MacArthur your
whole life -
A. Yes.

Q, - since they occurred?

A. Yes.

a. And you've not talked about it. You've talked about it with
family members over the years, right?

A, Yes.

Q. So this was not an event that just Judy [Del.onga] put together
with you?
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A. No.

Q, And this say "I never put the past and present." Did you ever
have a problem putting the past and present together?

A. No.

a. Did you ever have a problem putting the past and prcsent
together about Bruce MacArthur? ä

A. No,

a. Okay. You say the other time. As I recollect, you told your
mom and dad of these events with Bruce MacArthur when you
were 16?

A, Yes.

(Muth Aff. I4 Ex. C at 168:5-25,124:10-13.)

Jane Doe 2's mother was â registered nurse. (Id. at 126:25-127:1.) It was approximately

1972when she told hermother, who in turntold her father. (Id. at126:22-24.) This was the

same age and year when she also told her brother. (Id. at 127:13-19.) At the timç her brother

was 22 years old. (Id. at 128:6-7.) Finally, after making thcse disclosures to her family, and

while she was still in her teens, she was further present when her father and a neighbor held a

discussion about a priest in town who abused yet other children whom she understood as

MacArthur . Qd, at 144:23-1 45:25.)

Despite the knowledge of all these ultimate facts, Jane Doe 2 - for years - took no steps

to seek out any additional information about Bruce MacArthur or what liabilities she could assert

against the Diocese of Sioux Falls or Archdiocese of Milwaukee.

a, . . , Did you call anybody to find out if there's any information
available about Bruce MacArthur from the Archdiocese of
Milwaukee?

A. Not that I remember.
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Qd. at2137-19.)

(Id. at220:8-15.)

(Id. at218:14-23.)

Q. Did you call anybody frornthe Diocese of Sioux Falls to ask if -
A, No.

Q. - there's any information about Bnrce MacArthur?

A. No.

a, Did you ask anybody as to how you might find ãm-e
information about Bruce MacArthur?

A. No.

a. Sure. I just want to know is that you've goue through these

events, you told the people that you told. I want to know do you
have any information to suggest that the Archdiocese of
Milwaukee knew this was happening to you at the time it was
happening?

A. Not until the article in the paper.

Q. In the year * sometime in the 2000's?

A. Rieht.

a. . . , Ma'am, in bringing this lawsuit, did you personally take
any steps in terms of trying to find out what care or treatment
Bruce MacArthur received in Wisconsin while he was here?

A. Not that I can recall.

Q. Do you have any information whatsoever as to what keatment
was rendered to Bruce MacArthur while he worked in Wisconsin
through the Archdiocese of Milwaukee?

A. No.

Q. Do you know if the Diocese of Milwaukee, or the Archdiocese
of Milwaukee had any information back at the time that any of the
events with Bruce MacArthur that you've described had occurred?

A. No
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(Id. at2l9:74-22Q:3.)

a, Did you ask anybody as to how you might find some

information about Bruce MacArthur?

A. No.

Qd. at213:17-19,) :
2. Ja4g Doe 3's.Admiqsions.

The facts concerning Jane Doe 3 are virtually identical. She too claims that she was

molested by MacArthur when she was in a local hospital in Beaver Dam. (Muth Aff. T 5 Ex. D

aI81'2-82:25). She alleges the molestation lasted between 5 and l0 minutes. (Id. al82:11,-12,

L38:27-22, 1,52:2-7). The abuse consisted of MacArthur fondling her thigh and genital area over

her hospital pajamas. Qd. at 87 :2-82:70, 1 3 8 : 1 3-20, 1 52:8- l a.)

She too has ncver forgotten the event- There is no claim of a failed or repressed memory.

Shortly after the molestation, she told her mother, (Id. at 75:6-8.) Later during high school she

told her high school girl friend as well as her boyfriend. (Id. at 75;22-76:2,109:8-l l0:19.) In

tlre 1970's she further told her sister and also told various of her friends over the years. (Id. at

75:15-20.) Once she started working at a local bank she told her Êiend at the bank. (Id. at76:3-

17.) She also told discussed the event with each of her husbands during her respective marriages

to them (lsthusband from 1979-198'l;2nd husband 1985-1994;3rd husband 1996-2004). (Id. ar

IQ9:6-24,ll}:20-24,112:15-16). Shealsotoldhercurrentboyfriend, Ud.at86:13-21).

Regarding the lack of an efforts at investigation, she sirnilarly disclosed:

Q. Just some follow-up. Ms. [Jane Doe 3], you were asked about
Sioux Falls. Have you ever talked to anybody from the Diocese of
Milwaukee?

A- No'

a. Have you received any information from the Diocese of
Milwaukee?
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A. No.

Qd. at 148:7-13.)

a. Have you done any research or asked anybody about what
Milwaukee did or did not know about Bruce MacArthur when he
came to the Milwaukee Diocese?

A. No.

Qd. aI149:17-20.)

a. Do you know when Bruce MacArthur came to Wisconsin
whether o¡ not psychological ca¡e was affanged for him?

A. No,I don't know.

a. Do you know if when Bruce MacArthur came that
psychological care was given to him and he was given the okay, in
other words, whoever was treating him, the psychologist or
psychiatrist said he's okay?

A. I'm not awarc of that.

(Id. at 153:l-9,)

The Archdiocese of Milwaukee Is Irreparably Prejudiced By The Long Passage Of
Time Because Virtually All Witnesses Arc Dead And The Crltical Exculpatory
Documents Are Gone,

Keeping in mind that this motion deals only with Plaintiffs' claim of intentional fraud

(i.,e., a tort rcquiríng a knowing and intentional state of mind by the defendants to deceive and

cause injury) here are the defense persorurel and witnesses agaìnst whom Plaintiffs' accusations

are leveled, and yet whom the defense - because of death and ruravailability - can no longer call

to defend or rebut the charges of Imowing and intentíonal wrongdoing on tlreir parts:

' Arc.hbishop William E. Cousins, Archbishop of Milwaukee (died in 1988).

. Auxiliary Bishop of Milwaukee, Roman R. Atkielski (died in 1969).

. Father Paul J. Bertrand, the priest first assigned to monitory MacArthur (died in
te92).
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Father Francis M. Beres, Vise Chancellor of Milwaukee at that time (died in
r990).

Father John J. Waldbauer, Executive Secretary of the Priest Personnel Board of
Milwaukee at that time (died in 2003).

Father Donald E. Reiff, Executive Secretary of the Milwaukee Archdiocese and
member of the Priest Personnel board at that time (died in ,rry. 

-

Father John Muqphy, member Milwaukee Archdiocese's Príest Personnel board at
the time (died in 2005).

Father Frank Schneider, member Mjlwaukee Archdiocese's Priest Personnel
board at the time (died in 1973).

a

o

Father John Voelker, member Milwaukee Archdiocese's Priest Personnel board at
the time (died in lg7D.5

Father Aloysius Ahler, Pastor of St. Philip Neri at the time MacArthur served
thcre (died in 1984).

All other priests that worked with MacArthur at any parish assignments in the
Archdiocese, (dead or âre no longer with the Archdiocese and their whereabouts
are unknown).6

Bishop Lambert A. Hoch, Bishop of Sioux Falls, South Dakota (died in 1990).

Monsignor Lewis Delahoyde, Chancellor of Sioux Falls, South Dakota during the
relevant time period (died in 1984).

The South Dakota priests and personnel who were knowledgeable of MacArthur's
"problem" and the "recurrence" which oc¡urred prior to 1965 (deaths and details
unknown).

Personnel on duty at St- Joseph's Hoqpital, Beaver Dam, where molestations took
place (unavailable or presumed dead)'

5 The only livíng survivor of the Prìest Pçrsonnel Board from the time is Father Paul Liþpert. But Father Lippert
was already deposed in this case and he was unable to offer any help. With events being 40 years distant in time, he
had no recollection of this South Dakota priest even beilg in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee. (See Muth Aff. ll 6 Ex.
E at 23'.4 - 5, 26: I 6-22.)

ó The one exception to the category of still "living" i.s Falher Vy'ayne Bittner. Fr. Bittner was an assistant pastor at
the same Wisconsin parish when MacArthur fìrst came to Wisconsin, Plainlifß deposed Fr, Biftner and thc only
light he could shed is that be met MacArthur on a very few limited occasions when he came to say mass at Sl.
Therese parish. As far as he knew, MacArthur did not have any contact wiù childrcn while he was saying those
masses, and Fr. Bittner never received any complaints from parishioners about MacArthur, Father Biltner had no
role in the placement of MacArthur or the monitoring of his work or his psychological care, (Muth Aff. fl 7 Ex. F at
5: l4-9r6.)
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(CusackAfr. lJT I 0-25.)

. The psychologists/psychiatrists who heated and discharged MacArthur from Via
Coeli prior to 1965 (deaths and details unknown).

(Muth Aff.T 2Ex. A..)

. The psychologists/psychiatrists who treated and discharged{vlacArthur from St.
Michael's Hospital in Glendale, Wisconsin in 1965 (deaths anûdetails unknown).

(Muth Aff. f 3 Ex. B.)

. The care givers from Blue Cloud Abbey who cared for and discharged MasArthur
from the Abbey prior to 1965 (deaths and details unknown)

In addition, the critical exculpatory records that no longer existent or are available are:

r Psychological/medical discharge and advice papers on MacArthur in 19658

o Psychological test results on MacArthur in 1965

. Psychological treatment papers of MacArthur in lg65

r Clinic notes on MacArthur in 1965

. Medication logs and scripts for MacArthur,1965-1970

. Via Coeli psychological discharge and advice papers, pre-1965

. Via Coeli tests and treatment papers, pre-l965

o Via Coeli clinic notes on MacArthur, pre-1965

. Blue Cloud Abbey records on discharge, advice, treatment, conduct, pre-l965

¡ Personnel records of St. Joseph's Hospital in Beaver Dam, 1965-70

r Security records of St. Joseph's Hospital in Beaver Dam, 1965-70

Finally, portions of Plaintiffs' own medical histories, critical to investigate the clairns and

injuries for which they seek damages, are incomplete and forever lost. (Muth Aff. 119 Ex. H.)

7 St. Joseph's Hospital siniilarly closed its doors long before tlis lawsuit'was started.

I MacArthur testified that he received therapy while in Milwaukee but he cannot remember the name or tocation of
the therapist. (Muth Aff. fl I Ex. G at26:4-27:19).
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III. STANDARD OF REVIE\ry

Summary judgment is appropriate where "the pleadings, depositions, answers to

interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no

genuine issue as to any matedal fact and that the moving party is entitled to summary judgment

as a matter of law." Wis. Stat. $ 802,08(2) (2005-2006). "' L

IV. ARGUMENT: PLAINTIFFS, FRAUD CLAIMS ARE BARRED
BY TIIE APPLICABLE STATUTE ON LIMITATIONS

4.. PlaintÍffs' Knowledge Of Their Abuse And The Identity Of The Person Who
Abused Them, Togcther With Knowing That He Was A Priest, Commenced Their 6
Ycar Time Period Decades Ago.

The Archdiocese recognizes the despicable conduct of childhood sexual abuse. The

current governing Archbishop of Milwaukee, Timotþ M. Dolan, who was himself but a high

school student in 1965, has repeatedly, alrd in no uncertain terms, condemned such acts and

commiserated with victims. But returning to this matter, it was by the choice of these two

Ptaintiffs that this matter was placed in the'Wisconsin legal system. Under the limitations of that

system, however, claimants alleging fraud are obligated to act promptly and diligently. Further,

clainrants alleging fraud may not delay the day on which they have to act by asserting that they

did not lcnow the detaíls of thefraud.

Just as persons who have family members who have suffered injury, dismemberment or

death have but 3 years in which to sue, persons who seek to allege ûaud are given a longer

period; but it too is not unlimited. It is 6 years. Moreover, that 6 year limitation commences as

soon as the claimant knows or learns of sufficient facts (not all of them), which if diligently

investigated, would have indicated where the facts constituting the fraud could have been

discovcred. John Doe 1,2007 V/l 95 at f 51. The difference is between discovering smoke

versus proving fire.
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Statutes of limitation find their justification in necessity and experience rather than in

logic. They are essential devices that spare the courts from litigation of stale claims and citizens

from being put to defenses after memories have faded, crusial witnesses have died or

disappeared, and evidence has been lost. They are not based on any universally recognized or

accepted time frames or duration. They are based on necessary praþnatis-. btight lines have to

be drawn and those lines æe based on time. Importantly, those lines do not - and cannot -

undertake to discriminate between the good and not-so-good claims. To do so would only defeat

the very putpose of having the limitation. Chase Sec. Corp. v. Donaldson,325 U.S. 304, 314

(1945). In the end, statutes of limitation represent a strong public policy about the limitations

attendant to any civil method of litigating disputes and the burdens that must go with that

privilege.

Most importantl¡ the test of a diligent inquiry is an objective one. It cannot be avoided

by the non-diligent claima¡rt asserting that he did not know that he should have putsued the

matter earlier. In the words of the John Doe / Court:

Actual and complete lcnowledge of the fraud on the part of the
plaintiff is not necessary in order to set the limitation period
running.

Wïen the information brought home to the aggrieved party is such

as to indicate where the facts constituting the f¡aud can be
effectively discovered upon diligent inquiry it is the duty of such
party to rnake the inquiry, and if he fails to do so within a

reasonable time he is, nevertheless, chargeable with notìce of all
facts to which such inquiry rnigþt have led.

Id. alll51 (emphasis added, citations omitted).

Further, when the dispositive facts are incontestable, the question of whether a plaintiff

exercised objective reasonable diligence is discovering his or her cause ofaction is a question of

law for the court to decide. Id.113.
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In this case, ,given the admitted deposition facts of these two Plaintiffs and their

undisputed knowledge of the persons, positions and circumstances surrounding their abuse,

courts throughout the country have uniformly ruled that these basic facts start the statute of

limitation clocks running for a claimant to investigate and then make a decision to bring his or

her claim - even for fraud. " a- -

For instance, as one court observed about other sexual claimants attempting to take

refuge in fraud allegations to excuse untimely lawsuits:

In making these claims [of fraud and fraudulent concealment]
plaintiff-appellants do not allege that the hierarchy defendants' [i.e,
the Churchl silence misled them into believing that the alleged
sexual abwe did not occur, that it had not been committed by the
pries! or that it had nol resulted in injury to plaiutifÊappellants. In
othcr words, the hierarchy defendants never concealed from any of
the plaintiff-appellants the fact of the injury itself. Rather, the
essence of the plaintiff-appellants' fraudulent concealment
argument is that the hierarchy defendants' silence concealed from
them an addítíonal theory of liability for the alleged sexual abuse.
This argument misses the mark. For a cause of action to accrue the
entire theory of the case need not be immediately apparent. . . .

Once injured, a plaintiff is under an affirmative duty to investigate
diligently all of his potential claims. . . . To posþone the accrual of
their causes of action until plaintift-appellants completed thejr
investigation of all potential líability theories would destroy the
effbctiveness of the limitations period.

Kelly v. Marcantonio, 187 F.3d, 192,200-01 (lst Cir. 1999) (emphasis added, citations

omifted).

Similarly, in Meehan v. Archdiocese of Philadelphia, the court re-confirmed that merely

casting a church's nondisclosure of an offender's past abuse as "fraudulenf' conduct does not

avoid the statute of limitations where the victims always knew the identity of the abuser as well

as his status as a priest. 2005 PA Super. 97, 870 A.Zd 912 (2005). Specificall¡ I 7 claimants in

Meehan alleged that a diocese had reassigned several known prìest abusers to new parishes
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without telling the parishioners. Id. at 920. Like in thís case, they asserted that their statute of

limítation should not run until they discovered the fact that the .Archdiocese also had lcnowledge

in this regard. Id. Finally the claimants asserted that whether they exercised appropriate

diligence to discover their claims was a jury question. .Id At the same timg as in this case, it

was undisputed that all of their claims had been delayed betweeri 2 and Þduzodu, in finally

filing their actions.

Rejecting these arguments, the court held:

[T]he discovery rule is not applicable here. The child aåase is the
injury in this matter, not the alleged cover-up by the Archdiocese
(otherwise, any member of the Catholic Church could conceìvably
bring suit against the Archdiocese, absent any abuse, alleging
injury from the Archdiocese's general conduct). Unlike traditional
discovery rule cases where the injury, itself, is not known or
eaw¡ot be reasonably ascertained, the plajntifß' injuries, here,
were known when the abuse occurred.

It is undisputed that the plaintiffs were a\ryare that the Archdiocese
employed their abusers and that the abuses all occurred on church
property. These facts alone were sufficient to put the plaintiffs on
notice that there \ryas a possibility that the Archdiocese had becn
negligent. Neither the plaintifß' lack of knowledge of the
Archdiocese's conduct, not the plaintifß' reluctance, as members
of the Catholic Church, to investigate the possible negligence of
the Archdiocese of Philadelphia after having been abused by one
of its pdests or nuns' tolls the statute of limitations when the
plaintiffs had the means of discovery but neglected to use them,

Id. a¡920-21

As to the 17 claimants' alternative stratagem of casting their claims as "f¡aud", that

strategy was equal ly unsu stainabl e:

We agree with the Archdiocese that the doctrine of fraudulent
concealment does not toll the statute of limitations here. The
plaintiffs have not put forth any evidence to indicate that they
made any inquiries to the Archdiocese prior to 2002 regarding their
potential causes of action. The plaintiffs do not allege that the
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defendants' silence misled them into believing that the alleged
sexual abuse did not occur, that it had not been committed by the
priests or nuns, or that it had not resulted in injury to the
appellants, The defendants never concealed the injury itself. Nor
do the plaintiffs allege that they were lied to by the Archdiocese
with regard to the identity of their abusers or their abuser's place
within the Archdiocese, which if relied upon, would have caused
them to suspend pursuit of their claims. i
Again, the essence of the plaintiffs' fraudulent concealment
argument is that the defendants' general conduct and/or silence
concealed from them an additional theory of liability for the
alleged sexual abuse. As noted in the federal case, Kelly v.

Marcantonío, 'this argument misses the mark . . , as soon as the
plaintifß became aware of the alleged abuse, they should also have
been aware that the defendants, as the priests' employers, were
potentially liable for that abuse."

Id. at922.

Still another example is the case of Mark K. v. Roman Catholíc Archbíshop of Los

Angeles, 67 Cal. App, ath 603,79 Cal. Rph. 2d 73 (Ct. App. 1999>, petition þr review deníed.

In Mark K,, the court, on a motion to dismiss (demurrer) was cqually presented with a clergy

sexual abuse case wherein 9 claimants sued the employer diocese alleging "Fraud: Conspiracy to

Suppress Facts" as well as "Delayed Discovery - Equitable Estoppel." In their complaints the 9

claimants alleged that wholly apart from what they plainly knew of their own abuse by the abuser

priest and his identity, it was not until 23 years later in 1996 that they discovered the díocese's

prior knowledge of the cleric's abuse of other children. Thus, they argued that their fraud statute

of limitation against the diocese could not commence until 1996. Id. at 609.

Rejecting these arguments the court observed that that "it is also important to note what

the plaintiff has not alleged." Id. at 612. They did not allege that they were at any time unaware

of the fact that they had been molested. They also did not allege that they \ryere unaware that the

person who committed the molestation was a cleric. And finally, they had not alleged that they
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\/ere unaware of the abuser's identity or of his connection to the Catholic Church. Thus the

court ruled:

Plaintiff asserts that, as his fiduciary, the church had an obligation
to disclose the 1973 and 1974 accusations against [the abuser] and
breached that duty by failing to come forward with this
information. This assertion begs the question. The wrflngful
conduct alleged against the church was its inactiori-in the fa'fu of
the accusations against [the abuser]. Thus, what the church faíled
to disclose was merely evidence that the wrong had been
committed. If plaintiff s approach were to prevail, then any time a

tortfeasor failed to disclose evidence that would demonstrate its
liability in tort, the statute of limitations would be tolled under the
doctrine of concealment, Regardless of whether the issue is
characterized as fraud by concealment or equitable estoppel, this is
not the law.

Id. at613.

Instead, the Mark K. court recognized that the discovery rule is triggered as soon as a

person has notice or information sufficient to put a person on inquiry. Id. at 61.0, 613. And

accordingly, in agreement with the Wisconsin Court's holding in John Doe l, a plaintiff "need

not be aware of the specilìc facts' necessary to establísh the claím; that is a process

contemplated by pretríal discovery." Id. at 610. Smoke; not fire. Rather, once the plaintiff has

a suspicion of wongdoing, he must act, "So long as that suspicion exists, it is clear that the

plaintiff must go find the facts; he cønnot wait þr the facts to fi.nd hìm." Id,

There is no need to belabor the point. The law simply rejects the shategy of hying to

expand or excuse the time period for bringing claims by alleging that a claimant did not know he

could additionally sue under a fraud theor¡ or because the claimant did not additionally know

what the priest's employer/supervisor allegedly knew or didn't know. In all cases, the claimant

still knew of their own abuse and who did it and that the person was related to the supervising

organization. Tlrat is enough. Marshall v. First Baptist Church of Houslon, 949 S,W.2d 504,

507-08 (Tex. App. 1997) ("[plaintifll was fully aware of the abuse and his resulting
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psychological injuries, No one associated with the church attempted to conceal them from him.

In such case, there can be no fraudulent concealment"); Baselíce v. Francíscan Fríarsr 2005 PA

Super 246,8'19 A.zd270,279 (2005> ("Again, the essence of appellant's fraudulent concealment

argument is that the defendants' general conduct and/or silence concealed from him an additional

theory of liability for the alleged sexual abuse....this argument misses the ñark."¡; Aquílino v.

Phíladelphía Catholíc Archdiocese, 20Q4 PA Super 339, 884 A.zd 1269 (2005); Doe v.

O'Connell,146 S.W.3d 1 (Mo. Ct. App. E.D. 2004), reh'g and/or transfer denied (Oct. 6, 2004);

Doe v, Roman Catholíc Archbishop of the Archdiocese of Detroít,264 Mich. App. 632, 692

N.W.zd 39S (2004), appeal denied; John Doe v. L{nøm and The Roman Catholìc Díocese of

Galveston-Houston,225 F.Supp.2d 731 (S.D. Tex. 2002); Parlu v. Kownackí, 193 lll.2ð 764,

737 N.E.2d 257 (111,2000) (equitable estoppel); Ceveníni v. Archbíshop of Washington,T0T A.zd

768,772 (App. D,C. 1998); Doe v. Archdiocese of Washíngton,ll4 M.D. App. 169,689 A.2d

634,644 (Md.4pp,1997);8, W,v. D.C.H.,237 Mont.481,488,754P'2d817,821(1988).

Given the "diligent inqui¡/' requirement, and the mandatory "should have known"

limitation embedded in the 6 year limitation period for fraud claims in this state, in conjunction

with what these two claimants (and their parents, siblings and friends) now admit of record

knowing since no later than 1967 to 1970, it is plain that the time limit for them to have filed

their claims occurred far earlier than the decades they delayed. As shown by the deposition

admissions now of record, these Plaintiffs knew all of the facts necessary to start their 6 years

diligent inquiry pÊriod back at the time they first became adults in the 1970's.

B. 'Wisconsints Døkín v MarcíníøÈ Additionally Requires The Dismissal Of PlaintÍffs'
Claims Because It Ileld The Law Does Not Toll Thc Limitations Unlil A
Tortfeasor's Employer Is Known.

ln Dalcin v. Mørcíniak, et a1.,2005 WI App 67,280 Wis.2d 491,695 N.W.zd 867 (Ct,

App. 2005), our judicial system was presented with the direct question of whether a claimant
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who admittedly knew the identity of the immediate tortfeasor who caused his or her bodily

injuries, could nevertheless expand the time for suing the principal or ernployer of that person by

alleging he or she did not know of the employer's liability or role until sometime later. The

answer was a clear "îo." Id. I1l I 5- I 9. 
=r

In Dakín, a claimant riding a bus fell from hsr seat and suffered injuriês when the bus had

to swerve to avoid a car. There v¡as no collision, but the swerye was caused by the driver of the

car negligently pulling ouit. Id. fl 2. Within the statutory time period, the claimant learned and

confirmed fhe identity of the tortfeasor driver. She sued. Id. 1[ 3. After the statute of limitation

passed, she deposed the driver and leamed that he had an employer. /d. Accordingly, after the

statute of limitations had passed she attempted to sue the employer, arguing that under the

Wisconsin discoveryidiligent inquiry rule, her cause of action against that employer could not be

deemed to have accrued until she discovered that particular defendant's identity and its

involvement.

Flatly rejecting this gambit, the Dakín court observed that just because a claim does not

accrue until a plaintiff has knowledge of a suable party, does not mean that it does not accrue

until all parties are known. Id. ll 15. As recognized i¡ Dakin, the purpose of the discovery rule

is to limit the manifest injustice that a¡ises when application of the statute of limitation destroys

the rights of parties who could not have brought their claims earlier. It is not a promíse to delay

limitations "un|íl optitnal litigatíon condítions øre establislted" or until all the parties who might

be sued are confirmed. Id. (emphasis added). There the plaintiff could have sued the employee

years earlier and demanded discovery. Obviously, so too could have the Jane Doe Plaintíffs in

this case.
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The plaintiff next argued that the auto- driver's failure to report the accident to his

employer (and then to her) should lessen or satisfo her duty of diligent inquiry. Not so. As

observed by the court, such an argument is circular. Id, n 18. The driver and his employer's

alleged silence on the subject had nothing to do with an investigation that the plaintiff never

conducted. The law places the duty of dítígent inquiry upon the person a[Ëgin¡g the delay; not

the upon the claimant's target. .ld.

Given the dictates of Wisconsin law, the Dakin court affirmed the dismissal of the

plaintiff s untimely suit against the employer. Id.I19.

In this case, it is simply an undeniable efflect of law that persons such as these Plaintiffs

were under a duty to investigate diligently their potential claims against all targets decades ago.

It is beyond argument that the very first focus of even the most inexperienced lawyer consulted

on any personal injury case is the question of whether the tortfeasor had an employer (and thus,

an investigation into the employer's exposure), To suggest otherwise would make a mockery of

the diligent inquiry rule and the uncontrovefied principle that the discovery rule was never

adopted to be an excuse for Plaintiffs to avoid their obligations.

Precisely because the tort implications of the agent-principal, ernployer-employee

relationship are so universally known (or knowable with any minimum inquiry or diligence), as

well as the immediate wrongfulness of any sexual abuse, our State has rejected the notion that

Plaintifß ca¡ extend the legislatively mandated limitations period for lawsuits by alleging

ignorance about the possibility of pursuing an employer or principal for injuries arisìng from the

acts of arr agents. Given the facts of record now confirmed on this summary judgment record,

these Plaintiffs have no basis upon which they rnay be asked to be excused from the same time

limitation requirements that every other litigant in this state is obligated to meet.
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C. Even If Plaintiffs'Knowledge Of Thcir Opz Abuse Could Be Set Aside, As Well As
The Ruling Of The Dakìn Case, Other Facts Of Judicial Notice Equally Compel A
Dismissal Of ThÍs 2007 Lawsult.

As already noted, embedded in the duty to exercise reasonable diligence, is the duty to

inquire. Estate of Hegarty ex rel. Hegarty v. Beauchaíne,2001 WI App ,9, '1t 85, 249 V/is.2d

742,638N.W.2d 355 (Fine, J., dissenting); Tele-Port v. Ameritech Mobíle Cbnm.,2001 WI App

261,111,248 Wis,2d 846, 858, 637 N.W.2d 782. Indeed, as the federal appellate cou¡t for our

Stato aptly summed it up, persons wishing to claim the right to assert fraud, cannot merely wait

'1¡ntil the facts find thsm," Stoclcrnan v. LøCroîx,7908.2d 584, 587-89 (7th Cir.1986), They

are obligated to act upon information that daily is made available to the world.

Here, a review of judicially noticeable historical facts shows that any person exercising

any effort to investigate sex abuse claims, much less conduct any diligent ínquiry, could not help

but observe throughout all of the 1990's, and before, that not onTy could churches be sued for

sexual assaults of clerics, but that they were being sued - by hundreds of claimants throughout

the country.

Consider just the City and County of Milwaukee where these Appellants filed this

lawsuit. From 1990 to 1998, the Milwaukee Journal and Milwaukee Sentinel prepared no less

thaî 150 articles on the very subject of Wisconsin clergy sexual abuse and all the resulting

consequences and lawsuits. This is a matter of undisputed historical fact subject to judicial

notice. Wis. Stat. $ 902.01(4). A bibliography and those articles and their dates is reprinted in

the Affrdavit of David Muth. (Muth Aff. 11 10 Ex. I.) And these are just the articles from the

widely available Milwaukee newspaper to say nothing of the Madison papers and the other

newspapers around the state, in addition to all the additional natíonal sourc€s also present before

cvery Wisconsin resident from such ubiquitous sources as ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, National

Public Radio, television news reports, television magazine shows, television talk shows,
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traditional magazines, books, radio, radio talk shows, USA Today, The Chicago Tribune, The

New York Times, The V/all Sfreet Journal, and all the other permutations of national news

coverage that have exitcd since the 1980's, P. Jenkins, Pedophiles and Prìesß, Anatomy of a

Contemporary Crísís 53-54,74-75 (Replica Books, 1996). 
çå,

As one leading book on the subject observed in 1996, "8y the earÊy 1990's reports of

sexual misbehavior by priests had become so numerous as to be almost commonplace of news

coverage." Id. He noted that by 1996, hundreds of articles had appeared (and were continuing)

in religious and secular periodicals ofevery possible political and cultural persuasion including

Newsweek, People Weekly, Redbook, Ms., The Nation, Vanity Fair, National Review, National

Catholic Reporter, Playboy, Christian Centur¡ Rolling Stone, U S Catholic, the New Yorker,

Episcopal Life, America, Commonweal, Time, Maclean's, PrimeTime Live (ABC), Nightline

(ABC), 20120 (ABC), 60 Minutes (CBS), Dateline (NBC), Court Television, Investigative

Reports (Arts & Entertainment), and CNN Reports (CNN). /d.

As just one example, here is the introductory excerpt of what the universally known and

distributed magazine "Time" observed as an obvious fact inAugust of I99l:

SINS OF THE FATIIERS
August 19,1991

Without doubt it is the worst wave of moral scandal ever to beset
Roman Catholicism in North America, Dozens upon dozens of
priests have been accused of sexually abusing underage boys.
Case havo erupted in most U.S, states and two Canadian provinces
since the 1985 conviction of Louisiana's Father Gilbert Gauthe,
who had molested 35 youths. So wídespread are the cases that by
one ínformed estímale, Catholíc instítutíons have paid $j00
míllíon in settlemetús - and no end ín sight.

One attorney in the Hawaii suit, Jeffrey R. Anderson of St. Paul,
has become a specialist in civil damage suits involving alleged
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priestly sex abuse and is pursuing more than a 100 cases at
present.

Time Magazine, "Sins of The Fathers", Aug. 19, 1991, 1991 WL 3117669 (Muth Aff, I l0 Ex. I)

(emphasis added).

Plaintiffs' attorney alone had more than 100 cases 1n 1991..- L -

Returning to Vy'isconsin here is asampling ofjust some of the headlines of articles that

appeared in the same 2 year time period of l99l-92 in the Milwaukee Journal/Sentinel which are

also matters of judicial notice that every person just scanning the headlines - without any

additional searching or inquiry- understood and knew:

Woman Files Suit Alleging Abusc by Priest (10-31-91)

Misconduct By Priest Is Alleged (l-Zl-92)

Priest Gets 7 Years in Prison in Sex Case (4-ZS-92)

Priest Charged With Molesting 2 Alter Boys (7-8-92)

Former Alter Boy Alleges Sex Abuse (5-5-92)

Former Student Sues High School, Alleging Abuse (1-14-92>

Man Sues Over Alleged Assaults $.2l-92)

Anguish Of Child Sexual Abuse Lingers Long After the Ncws Fades (10-18-92)

Wcakland Says IIe Knew of Sexual Allegations AgaÍnst Priest (l-25-92)

At Least 3 Lawsuits Here AìIege Sex Abuse By Priests (10-29-92)

Kenosha Officials Get25 Calls Regarding Sex Abuse By Priest (10-29-92)

15 Tell Authorities Sheboygan Priest Assaultcd Them, Several Allege He FÍrst
S erved Marti nÍs (10-29 -92)

Student Says Priest Tried to Molest Him I Years Ago (10-30-92)

Sex-Abuse Victims Urged To Come Forth (ll-l-92)

Priests Who Become Problems (lL-2-92)

-25-

=4,
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. Lawmaker'Wants Longer Tlme for Filing Charges (ll-3-97)

Parishioners \ilorry About Ex-Pastor's VictÍms (11'3-92)

$10,000 Bail Set X'or Pricst In Sex Case (11-6-92)

PrÍest Sex Cases have Cost $650,000,IVealdand Reveals (ll-6-92\

Man Files Suit in Sex Abuse By Priest (11-13-92) i-
Dear Archbishop: A Survivor Of Sex Abuse Replies (1f-15-92)

Sex Allegations Against Priest Escalate (12-6-92)

Pricst Serving Time For Sex With Boy, 15 (12-18-92')

8 Men Tell of Sex Abuse By Friars (12-20-92)

Formcr Seminary Students Demand Action on Abuse (12-21-92')

Pricst Urges all Clergy To Report Abuse (12-24-92)

Capuchins Dragging I'eet on Sex .Abusc Inquiry, Ex-Student Says (12-27-92)

(Muth Aff.1110 Ex.I.)

All these articles were from just l99l and 1992. Countless other articles and stories

appeared in the Madison Capital Times, the Beaver Dam Daily Citizen, on Primetime Live,

Nìghtline, CNN, etc. (Muth Aff.IT I l-13, Exs. J-L).

Next, in addition to the relentless multi-media coverage since the 1980's and ever since,

any minimal inquiry into the legal field would have additionally shown that by 1999 more than

half of the 50 states had already processed actual civil lawsuits to the advanced stage of

publíshed appellate decisions by which other litigants had already demonstrably sued supervising

arganizations for clergy sexual abuse. A copy of a bibliography of these cases is attaclied to the

Muth Affidavit at J[ 14, Ex. M. Claimants did not have to contact attorneys just concentrating

their practices to suits against churches (such as Plaintiffs' own lawyer) to find out that the

Church had exposure and could be sued. Before the tum of the century, thele were mo¡e than

thirty (30) published cases exemplifying and proving that fact. Prorninently numbered among
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those states was Wisconsin with no Iess than 4 published cases. And in each of those Wisconsin

cases, the question was not whether the claimant could sue the supervising organization, but

rather, like here, was the action timely. See e.g., Pritzlaffv. Archdiocese of Milwaukee,lg4Wis.

2d 3Q2, 325-26, 533 N.W.2d 780 (1995); Doe v. Archdiocese of Milwaukee, 2I I W* 2d 312,

56s N.W.2d 94 (1997); L.L.N. v. Clauder,209'Wis. 2d 674,685, 563 N.W.2il.434 (1997); Joseph

W. v. Díocese of Madison,2l2 Wis. 2d 925,569 N.1V.2d 795 (Ct. App. 1997).

Given all the TV coverage, the radio coverage, the newspaper articles, the books, and the

otlrer sources of popular information, as well as the officially publíshed appellate examples of

such claims by courts both within V/isconsin and outside of it, it is perfectly plain that no other

tort claimant, exercising any diligence, would be allowed to defer his or her 6 year period in

which to conduct and complete his or her "diligent inquiry." To rule otherwise would mean that

persons possessing claims need not consider publicly available judicial decisions and everyday

news reports and information coming out on a daily basis.

Contrary to any opposing argument, the Wisconsin statutes of limitation, whether for

fraud or otherwise, do not wait until the person claiming a right to sue eventually decides to

consult a lawyer, or claims he or she has found the final facts to prevail at trial, or decides to

obtain a expert confirmation of his or her injuries. That is the work to be done within the 6 year

inquiry period. Not after it. Again, as our federal appellate court best put it:

"[The 6 years] provided by a statute of limitations is not for
recuperation afrer learning enough to prevaíl at tríal. It ß þr
ínvestigati.on, and because fraud may be hard to umavel the
statutory períod is substantial,"

Stockman,790F.2d at 588 (applfing V/is. law).

These Plaintiffs, having known about their abuse since the 1960's, the precìse person

who did it, the fact that he was a cleric, and then being subject to the same banage of lawsuit
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information that has bcen broadcasted to the entire American population oyer the last 27 years,

were not entitled to wait - to the prejudice of the target defendants and the court system - 37 and

40 years before bringing this lawsuit.

V. ARGUMENT: PUBLIC POLICY LA\il SIMILARLY REQUIRES
DISMTSSAL oF THrs 2007 ACTION :.

Wholly apart from the numerical years set by the legislature for limitation periods which

these Plaintiffs cannot meet, our Supreme Court has ruled that auy extension to those time limits

by the "discovery" exception is subject to judicial supervision through public policy limitations.

For instance, on a dispositive motion in the Supreme Court c¿se of Pritzlaff v. Archdiocese of

Milwaulcee, the Court held that regardless of any other rule, order or provision, that allowing a

twenty-seven year old claim to go forward against a defendant was simply contrary to public

policy. Such a case would be ineparably unfair and could not be permitted.

[T]o allow the claim to proceed against the Archdiocese based on
Ms. Pritzlaffs allegations conceming Fr. Donovan despite the
passage of twenty-seven years since the end of the alleged
relationship would be contrary to the public policy of the State,

This court has stated that the discovery rule will apply only when
allowing meritorious claims outweighs the threat of stale or
ñ'audulent actions. Hansen,l13 ÏVis.2d at 559,335 N.W,2d 578.
Extending the discovery rule to this case would cause unfairness to
a defendant who is forced to attempt to defend a suit for emotional
and psychological injwies iu which the alleged conduct took place
over twenty-seven years ago and increase the potential for fraud.

194 V/is. 2d a|306,322 (emphasis added).

Two years later in the case of John B.B,B. Doe v. Archdiocese of Milwaulcee, the

Supreme Court ruled again that even in the face of assertions of "repressed memory" it would be

against public policy to allow claims as old as 20 years to proceed
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When sucb allegations are made long after the alleged occurrence,
the potential for fraud is heightened. The opportunity to fairly
prosecute, and defend against, these claims is frustrated....

Based upon these considerations, d.r a matler of law, we conclude
that it would be contrary to public policy, and would defeat the
purposes of limitation statutes to allow claims of repressed
msmory to invoke the discovery rule and to indefinitely tõfl the
statutory limitations for these plaintiffs. ì-

211 Wis. 2d312,364,56 N.W,2d 94 (1997),

In this case, the delays that these two Plaintiffs are attempting to justifo are even longer:

37 and 40 years. At this level, not only would the delay be exponentially greater than the 20

years and 27 years rejected in Doe and Pritzlaff,, but fi.rrther, it would violate even the most

liberalized statute of limitation recently enacted by the legislature for childhood sexual abuse

claims. Specifically, under the newest and most expanded statute of ljmitation enacted for

childhood sexual abuse, the very latest date any ne\il childhood victim of abuse may sue today is

for 17 years after reaching his or her majority (until age 35). Wis. Stat. $ 893.587. Section

893,587 became effective in this State on April 30, 2004. h contrast to this statute, here the two

Plaintiffs waited 37 and 40 years and were respectively 47 and 52 years of age when they liled

their 2007 suit: twelve and seventeen years longer than what even the longest statutes would

allow childhood victims of today.

While this motion does not contend that the 2004law binds these Plaintifß, still, section

893.587 evi¡rces the best evidence possible of what the legislature concretely believes is the best

public policy of this state, and the outermost time period that any victim * even of today - should

be able to invoke the judicial system for such long ago claims. Moreover, regardless of the

application of section 893.587, these two Plaintiffs do remain bound to the prior judicial

declarations establishing the objectionableness of 20 and 27 year delays as set forth by the

Supreme Court i¡the Doe and Prítzlaffcases.
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Finall¡ unlike the Doe and Pritzlaffcases which were dismissed on pleading motions and

thus depended upon the prejudice that could only be judicially forecasted experientially from

such obvious delays, here there is a summary judgment motion, and proven facts of record,

establishing the loss of the most critical witnesses to the defense, *d g" most dispositive

documents that would exculpate the very Archdiocesan persoänel who\tand accused of

committing not merely negligent acts of bad judgmerit or oversight, btt intentional acts of

wrongdoing. Under such círcumstances it is perfectly evident that even if the Plaintiffs could

excuse all of their delays in bringing this case, those excuses cannot undo the irreparable

prejudice to the defense in this case nor overrule the public policy requirements handed down in

Pritzlaff and Doe,

Although the foregoing mlings alone compel a dismìssal of this case, there are other

public policy considerations which lead to the same result. For example, courts have relied upon

the impossible task of predícting foreseeable harm by an employee or his or her propensity to

abuse children in dismissing third party duty-to-wam claims founded in negligence, See

Gritzner v. Michael.¡?.,2000 WI68, n44,235 Wis. 2d 781,611 N.W.2d 906 (holding that public

policy precludes a negligent failure to wam claim in connection with the inappropriate sexual

acts of a child, because there would be "no just and sensible stopping points for liability."); Kelli

T-G v. Charland,l98 Wis. 2d 123,130,542 N.W.2d 175,178 (Ct. App, 1995) (holding the ex-

wife of a child molester did not have a duty to warn the mother of a child that was plalng under

the molester's care, because "reÇovery would enter a field not only with no definable, sensible

stopping point, but no sensible starting point as well."); see also Estate of Paswaters v. American

Family Mut Ins. Co., 277 Wis. 2d 549, 560, 692 N.W.2d 299,304 (Ct, App. 2004) ("lt is

unreasonable to expect people in [defendant]'s position to attempt to predict erratic and irrational
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human behavior.') If public policy precludes negligence claims based on an alleged failure to

lr'r'arn, the same principles must apply with even greater force to fraud claims alleging intentional

misconduct based on virtually identical allegations.

Further our Supreme Court drew a line in Plornback v. Archdiocesgof Milwaukee that

must be honored here as well. Allowing recovery on this state of rêcord wo&d begin "a descent

down a slippery slope with no sensible or just stopping point." 2008 V/I 98, 11 54, 752 N,V/,zd

862. Again, what the court in John Doe I did not decide was whether the Archdiocese of

Milwaukee defrauded any plaintiffs at all. Instead, it ruled only that the parlies should have an

opportunity to conduct discovery under a fraud theory. John Doe 1,2007 WI 95 t|lf 62-64. Now

that discovery has taken place, would the Archdiocese (and by expansion, every employer in

'Wisconsin) be required to noti$ every parishioner (or citizen) in every parish (or county) of his

past misconduct? lVould it have to notify every parishioner in the Archdiocese in case that priest

attended services or other events outside of his parish?, Would it have to notifu every person in

the city in which the priest works, regardless of whether he or she is Catholic? V/ould it have to

noti$r every person in the state in case the priest travels? Or the country or world for that

matter? What if the priest had been cared for psychologically, been certified as medically okay,

and had no further reports of misconduct of any kind?

And what would constitute an appropriate notice? V/ould notice in the newspapers be

sufficient? hdeed, in this case, if these Plaintiffs claim that it wasn't until sometime after the

1980's and 1990's that they first noticed, saw and heard all of the plethora of articles, talk radio

segments, television news reports or lawsuits that had been broadcasted in the public domain

since 1985, (Muth Aff. I 15 Ex. N; Muth Aff, 11 4 Ex. C at 178:20-21,270:4-217:9.) how then

could any court hold that any notice - 40 years earlier - and without the benefit of hindsight on
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the part of the Archdiocese of Milwaukqe, ever been sufficient to satisfu some allegedn but never

defined, duty owed by the Archdiocese to the entire world? Wherg as a matter of public policy,

is the ¡easonable stopping point if such bare assertions are allowed to proceed in the face of the

factual record now established on this motion? o
And would the line for such notificstion be limited to sexúal abuseÈ-TV'ould employees

have to notify the public regarding employees who may drink alcohol in excess or have a

previous conviction for drunken driving? Would the notice requirement encompass

unsubstantiated claims, exposing the Archdiocese to potential defamation claims? Opening the

window for these types of unending fraud claims * in the face of this record - would eliminate

any stahrte of limitation.

Similarl¡ fraud claims against an employer for failing to disclose all potential "scarlet

letters" of all employees would exist ín perpetuity. There would be no sensible or just stopping

point, and the Archdiocese, or indeed, any employer, would have no way of knowing whether it

had fi:lly complied with such an open ended, immeasurable duty, Moteover, imposing such a

requirement years later after the proven loss of witnesses, memory, medical records and other

evidence eliminates any possible opportunity for a party to have any chance of fairly defending

such claims.

'When allegations are made long after the alleged oscurrence, the ability to defend against

such claims is deshoyed. John BBB Doev. Archdiocese of Mílwaukee,2ll Wis.2d372,355,

565 N.W.2d 94,171 (1997). Allowing decades-old claims to go forward would be unfair to the

Archdiocese and contrary to longstanding principles of public policy, because, as now proven by

the record, the Archdioccse is quite literally unable to investigate and defend the very claims

nowboingmade. See Pritzlffi 194V/is. 2dat322,533 N.W.2d at788.
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Further, the 37 and 40 years of delay make it impossible to realistically defend against

any t¡pe or amount of damages claimed in these cases given all the intervening and superseding

causes that certainly will have affected vocational opporhrnities, lost wages claims and emotional

health befween the time of the alleged abuse and the filing of the lawsuit as well, placing the

finder-of-fact in a quagmire as to any damage that would be deman-ded. L -

VI. CONCLUSION

Statutes of limitation are based on the reality that even for persons with just claims, it is

unjust not to put those matters promptly to the civil lítigation system due to the unavoidable

deleterious effects of time and the limitations inherent in any human judicial system. Balancing

the right of persons accused of wrongdoing (especially those accused of íntentìonøi wrongs) to

be free from stale claims, against the right of injured persons to have a reasonable period of time

in which to sue, represents no less than the legislature's declaration on when the right to be free

of stale claims must prevail over any right to sue, Order of Railroad Telegraphers v. Raílway

Express Agency,32l U.S. 342,348-49 (1944). Further, the Wisconsin Supreme Court's public

policy limitations from Prítzlaff and Doe on the furthest extent any "discovery" rule can be

expanded, irnpose the same limitations (judicially) upon that rule.

Here Plaintifß' 37 and 40 year old lawsuit is plainly time barred. The time to investigate

and bring a fraud claim was 6 years. Here, Plaintiffs have always known about their transient

acts of abuse and the person who c¡mmitted it from the 1960's onward. Their parents and

siblings also knew the facts. They also knew the precise identity of their abuser and that he was

a priest associated with a supervising religious organization. Finally, they like everyone else,

knew about the reality of the Catholic Church being sued time and time again for sexual abuse

acts of its priests from at least 1990 and onward. lnDoe, the Supreme Court charged all lower
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courts with the obligation to decide this matter once a properly made and supported summary

ìudgment motion was brought.

Under the obligation of diligent inquiry the Plaintiffs were not entitled to delay their

reguired investigations until after the start of a new millennium and until more facts "found

them." Given the admitted knowledge and the proven facts of recol?J from thã-early 1990's, their

6 year period investigative period started and lapsed no later than the end of the 1990's.

Finally, even if these Plaintifß could erase all of the record facts of their own knowledge

and the proven historical facts of judicial notice, that erasure still would be unable to change or

eliminate the undeniable prejudice caused to the defense in this case. This case is not even close.

The longest claim allowed by the public policy of today's legislature only allows such claims to

be brought for 17 years after majority. The Supreme Court, in turn, has declared that for older

cases, the judicial systern can and must step in where claimants attempt to prosecute cases as old

as 20 years. Here these cases are 37 and 40 years old.

This is not a motion to dismiss testing only pleadings. Here, there is a motion for

suflÌmary judgment, The Plaintiffs' admissions and knowledge are matters of record. As

conclusively established by the factual record, all of the anticipated unfairnesses predicted in the

Pritzlaff and Doe câses, now exists in proven and overwhelming measure. The record in this

case, the law of diligent inquiry and limitation of public policy each require a ruling that this case

v/as not timely pursued or brought. The Archdiocese's motion for summary judgment

dismissing Plaintiff s intentional fraud counts must be granted.
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Dated this 22nd day of Janu ary, 2009

JOHN A. ROTHSTEIN
State BarNo. 1004356
DAVID P. MUTH
State BarNo.1027027
NATALIE G. MACIOTEK

Bar. No. 0503
+

'1,

QUARLES & LLP

1l East Wisconsin Avenue
suite 2040
Milwaukee, Wl 53202-4497
Attorneys for Defendant
Archdiocese of Milwaukee
(4r4) 277-s000
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